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The concern of this thesis is with the formation of values for wornen who find 
themselves living in a srnall t o m  in Central Ontario. For rnany years, 1 have questioned 
where our values corne from. For example, does the church have any influence over the 
formation of our values? For people who are non-church rnembers, what influences 
them? Do our values have anything to do with what we understand as spiritual 
experiences and social justice actions for our community? 

The idea for this thesis came to me over years as 1 observed the caring and 
compassion of many people in my community. Their selfless acts of generosity were 
noteworthy especially since many of the people 1 knew were not connected to my church 
cornmunity. At the same tirne, 1 myself was involved with the church and so knew many 
people there well. Sometimes, the same sense of compassion and generosity was noi as 
rvident amongst church people as I had experienced amongst non-church people. 1 
became curious about this. My curiosity has led me to this research and my research 
question. 

Research Statement 

It is my intention to explore the values which undergird 

comrnitment to social justice acts amongst church and non- 

church people. I wish to discover what kind of connection 

exists beîween an individual's spirituality. values and actions. 



My interest in social justice began in the 1960's while 1 was a student at Michigan 
State University. It was the time of the Vietnam War. student protests, Vatican II and a 
time of general social upheaval. Old conventions and values were being discarded. but at 
the sarne time there did not seem to be anything to replace them. It was at this time that 1 
began to question how we make life decisions regarding personal life and communal life. 
What infonns those decisions? What about our backgrounds makes us the people we 
are? 

With these questions, 1 decided to leave the United States and become a Canadian 
immigrant. 1 mily felt alienated from the culture I had been raised in, but 1 tmly felt at 
home in the Canadian one which 1 chose. That sense of king "at home" increased as I 
became a Canadian citizen in 1974 and also a member of the United Church of Canada. 

1 was fortunate to be invited by a woman who was active in the church to corne to 
St. John-S. She felt that I would enjoy the experience of the church choir which I did. 
Before long I felt drawn into the social justice activities of the United Church, especially 
in the area of peace making. But after being involved with these activi ties for some 
years, I had a sense that people were becoming disenchanted in their endeavoun to work 
for social justice. 1 also realized that women were beginning to distance themselves from 
the organized church because of their awakening feminism and their growing sense of 
alienation becausr of the use of esclusive language, meaningless ritual and 
margi nalization. 

I began to wonder about these two circumstances. 1 began to wonder how we can 
sustain our energy. our spiritual iives, in order to do the work of transfoming society into 
the realized Commonwealth of God/dess. How can we as Christians and especially 
wvomen- not lose energy, faith or hope? 

The consequence of my questions led me further and further into both the 
academic world and the life of the church. After I finished a Master of Divinity degree in 
1986 1 began to think seriously about what I wanted to do with my life. 1 became a 
candidate for the ordained ministry to test my call. My cal1 was attirmed by the church 
comrnunity and I was ordained in 1988. 1 have continued to question how we put our 
faith into action and I have coniinued to wonder about the place of women in the church. 
My many years of wondering have led me to the point of this research and writing about 
Our values and how they inform our action in the world. 

As an ordained member of the clergy of the United Church of Canada, 1 need and 
want to know the answers to my questions. It helps me to understand better my role in 
the church and the place of women as transfoming and rnotivating forces in the 
institutional church. 
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This thesis is dedicated to the wornen of St. John's United Church in Alliston, 

Ontario. It has been h n e n  with their help and with their inspiration and the hope that 

their voices w i l l  be heard in clear tones in the future life of this congregation. This work 

is also dedicated to the many women in the community of Alliston who give of their time 

and talent for the salir of the community and its well-being. Lastly. this is dedicated to 

my husband. Krith Gradwell. without whose tireless support this thesis would never have 
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INTRODLJCTION 

The idea for this thesis has been in my mind for many years. For me. it is as 

though issues. conversations and people have finally converged in my rnind enough to 

start asking questions about the relationship between spirituality and social justice. 

1 have been impressed over the last fifteen years by the people I know who are 

erounded theologically and biblically in the desire and ability to do social justice. My 
C 

interpretahon of social action or social justice is really another way to love ow 

neighbour. 1 am reminded of the letter of James where he writes, "be doers of the word, 

not only hearers.' Thus, for example, people who are committed to working with 

refugees or people who work in and support women's sheiters are al1 involved in social 

justice. 

But a question that has been with me for many years is why are relatively few 

church people involved with social ministries? This appears to be the situation in my 

present rninistry conteda. There are about 680 members of this church with about 1300 

people under pastoral care. However, with statistics like these, there are only four people 

who are members of the Outreach and Stewardship Cornmittee. This is a curiosity to me. 

1 wonder, as a result, what people perceive their Christian calling to be and what do Our 

Baptismal vows mean for church members. 

In comast to this situation, 1 do know other community people who are not 

comrnitted to any religious organization, but do have a belief in God and live selfless and 

caring lives on behalf of "neighbours". 



To add another dimension to this complex issue, there is the individual who 

"works" at social justice but with no heart. Thomas Merton made the following 

observation of such persons. 

--For those who attempt to act and do things for othen or for the world 
uithout deepening their owvn self-understanding, freedom or capacity to 
love, wvill have nothing to gve to others. They \vil1 communicate nothing 
but the contagon of their own obsessions, their own aggressiveness, their 
ego-centred ambitions, their delusions about ends and means, their 
doctrinaire prej udices and ideas. '" 
As a response to Merton's observation, I too have witnessed. especially in The 

United Church of Canada. a certain kind of "bum-out" that can be esperienced when one 

is a "do-gooder" without sufficient grounding in a theological, biblical, or prayerful life. 

This is what 1 cal1 a "spiritual" life. This is the kind of self-understandinp we need to live 

meanin@ul and full lives. 

This thesis. then, is an exploration of one smail group of women in one 

congregation and their feeling and thoughts on spirituality and social justice. 

' Thomas Merton, Contemplation in a World of Action, New York. Image Books, 
1973, p. 179 



CHAPTER ONE 

CONTEXT OF MINrSTRY 

Part I 

The Context of Small Town Ministry 

Ministry takes place in a particular geographical, historical. social. cultural 

context. There is a range of subtleties to be considered in any ministry situation. Letty 

Russell talks of the context as indicating the surroundings to which the events of ministry 

are connected and related. Ministry actions are viewed and interpreted differently 

according to how and where they are connected. She continues by saying that, -'contefi 

provides a critical gaze for looking at connections between the way things are read and 

the social experience and social location of the text [ministry actions] and the reader.. . 

feminist theology is concemed with the way tradition shapes life for women of faith and 

struggle."' This study is contextual insofar as it tries to undentand the historical 

conservatism of this area and the 

follows. 

St. John's United Church 

ife of this church. The conten for my ministry is as 

s to be found in the small town of Alliston, Ontario 

about 80 kilometres north and west of Toronto. This year the t o m  celebrated its 150" 

anniversary and for al1 of its life has been a rural centre. Until recent years, the potato 

Russell, Letty, Church in the Round: Feminist Iniemretation of the Church, John 
Knox Press, Louisville, 1993, p. 32 



fields and tobacco fields touched the streets of the town and almost everyone could look 

out of house windows into fields. In the Iast ten years. this has changed. The t o w  has 

been slowly growing and now has a population of about 7500 people. The economic 

base has diversified fiom famers, retired f m e r s  and merchants, to that of an industnal 

t o m  and one that serves as a bedroom community to Toronto. 

The major reason for the change has been the Honda car manufacturing plant that 

\vas built on the edge of town ten years ago. The potato fields which had been there have 

given wvay to a huge factory, large warehouses and smalier factories which feed the car 

industry. Along with this has corne the building of a nurnber of new subdivisions. 

Presently the t o m  is undergoing a massive road building project to accommodate the 

truck trafic. 

Many of the long time residents of the towvn appear to be pleased with these 

changes. It has allowed adult children of these older people to remain in town. 

Previously, there was linle in the way of jobs to keep young people here. There probably 

has been a sense of greater financial security for the town and al1 who are involved with 

the car industry. 

In 199 1, the town of Alliston was amalgamated with the two smaller t oms  of 

Beeton and Tottenham which are to the south of Alliston. The region is now called the 

regional municipality of New Tecumseth. Historically and down to the present &y, this 

area has rernained staunc hly conservative, pol itically and social1 y. 



In the early 1 980 's changes in the t o m  were becoming apparent and concems 

were king raised by some individuals. A small group of women in the town of Alliston 

joined together as an ad hoc committee concemed with the social welfare of the 

newcomers to the t o m .  The women represented different aspects of life in the town. 

The women who came from the church comrnunity were concemed with how to welcome 

the many strangers in our midst. Some of the group were involved as parent volunteers at 

the school and wondered how the school and comrnunity might meet the needs of 

children who were being left at the school early in the moming, without supervision, as 

the parents were travelling to Toronto for work. One woman was deeply concemed over 

the lack of social services in our area. Another, who was a nune at the hospital. was 

concemed over the high number of women who were coming to the Emergency tard as 

the result of abuse by a partner. This abuse also included children. 

1 became involved with this group in its early stages at the invitation of a woman 

who was married to the clergypenon at St. John's United Church. She, too, was ordained 

but was on matemity leave as she awaited the birth of her second child. She was on 

oficial leave and not part of the church staff. As the birth of her child approached, 1 took 

her place on the steering committee because of rny interest in incorporating newcomers 

into the culture of the town and my even bigger concern for partner abuse. 

The srna11 group of women met and discussed the concems we had. We also 

began to educate ourselves on the social issues which were engaging our interests. There 

was numerous studies and working papen available to us on the social welfare of South 

Simcoe County which were currently being produced by various agencies in Barrie. We 



found that our feelings about how bad things were in Our area were based in fact. There 

indeed was a high rate of suicide. alcoholism and abuse. 

The hope of the group and al1 its efforts were put towards trying establish a 

shelter for women and children. The women gathered al1 of the information together and 

went to make a presentation to the t o m  council with the request that the group be 

allowed to pursue education and funding for establishing a safe house. We were told. 

essentially, that we were a bunch of "do-gooders" and that there was no social problem in 

the area, as we descnbed it. 

This ad hoc group of women were not deterred from their goal. They went back 

to the drawing board to figure out how io get the cornmunity services which were needed. 

Eventuallv, it was decided that there be a Community Information Service. This started 

as a telephone information agency which put people in touch with the social service 

agencirs they nredrd to access. This also gave the women of the group the leverage 

needed to advocate the women's shelter. It took approxirnately five years for this to 

happen. Finally, "My Sister's Place" opened in 1987. 

1 have been involved with these two agencies for the last twenty years. sometimes 

more deeply involved than others, and presently am the vice-chair of the Board of '-My 

Sister3 Place". This has always been an important part of my outreach ministry and my 

community involvement. The United Church Women's organization of St. John's has 

been supportive to the house ail the years it has been opened. With this background 

information, 1 cm begin to Say something of my specific ministry. 



St. John's. by United Church of Canada standards, is considered a thnving 

ministry. The social and economic make-up of the congregation is composed of 

merc hants, famen. teac hen, lawyers. ot her professionals, and i ndustrial leaders. 

However. this is not a description of the entire congregation. There are some single 

women with children and some separated fathen who are having financial dificulties. A 

few people are unemployed, but by far the greatest number is socially and econornically 

well off. A significant portion of the congregation is composed of people who have 

recently retired and who live in Green Briar, a retirernent village built in recent yran on 

the edge of Alliston. The people who have corne to St. John's United Church from Green 

Briar have generally been active people in ci- congregations and have brought with them 

new ideas. new ways of doing things and a geat deal of rnergy. This occasionally sets 

up a situation of tension ktween the more recent membership and those who have been 

long time members. There is also a significant number of people who are elderly and 

who espect and require a great deal of pastoral care. There are about eighty in this 

category. 

In this church setting, 1 am the minister responsible for education and pastoral 

care. In the education part of rny job description, 1 am responsible for the Wednesday 

moming Bible study, Confirmation class for young adults, Mernbership discussion groups 

for adults who wish to join the Church for the first time or transfer from another 

denomination. 1 also facilitate short term educational programs such as marriage 

enrichment, family life, and special seasonal studies during Advent and Lent. In this 

regard I am the staff penon who relates to the Christian Education Cornmittee and to the 



Sunday School. In addition, 1 am responsible for intergenerational worship and I preach 

approsimately once a month. 

For my pastoral care work, 1 do regular hospital visiting as well as visiting the 

four retirement and nursing homes in this area. 1 also visit new people who have corne to 

the church, anyone who is seriously il1 and anyone who requests a visit. In addition 1 do 

some counselling and pastoral care in times of bereavement. other life cnsis events and 

preparation for mamage and baptisms. 

Adrninistratively, 1 am the staff person who relates to the Membership Cornmittee 

which is concemed with the over-ail pastoral care of the congregation. Recently, this 

cornmittee has set up a sub-commiîtee which is called the Pastoral Care Visiting Team. 1 

am its resource person. 

At the beginning of rny relationship with this congregation, 1 was a church 

mrmber involvrd in a varieîy of volunteer activities. When I went to Theological School 

in the ar ly  1980's, 1 moved to the margins of church life. And from 1981 to 1994,I was 

absent because I was ministering in other churches. 1 was called to St. John's United 

Church in August 1994 and therefore this is rny first involvement with this congregation 

as an ordered penon. 



Part 2 

A Refiection on Female Leadership in My Ministry Context 

t applied to St. John's United Church for the position of Minister of Education 

and Pastoral Care in 1994 when a vacancy had been declared. 1 felt this was an 

appropriate move for me because I had previously ministered in very small congregations 

where the opportunity to do educational ministry was limited. 1 felt that by moving to a 

larger church, the opportunities for creative, educational ministry were more possible. 

My ministry always had included Baptismal Preparation, new members' classes, 

Mamage preparation and some Bible study. With a degree in Religous Education, 1 was 

excited by my cal1 to minister at St. John's United Church in this specialized position. 

Hoivever, it was not long before the excitement of new possibilities gave way to 

the redity of this ministry context. My first awakening came on the day when my call 

was presented to the congregation by the Pastoral Relations Cornmittee. With the 

presentation of my name, a male individual stood up, went to the pulpit and began to 

challenge my cal1 to this congregation. The issue was unclear as to why this would be a 

mistake, but my suspicion is that this individual is very uncomfortable with female 

leadership especially From me. He stated that my call ~vould drive people away from the 

church. 



It was decided that there would be a secret ballot and a simple majority would be 

the only necessity to extend the call. No one was to know the number of votes except the 

Pastoral Relations Cornmittee and rnysel E 1 received a bare rnajonty. 

1 wvill never forget my feeling of shock and dismay when that incident was 

reported to me later in the day. Nevertheless, 1 decided to accept the call for a great 

variety of reasons. 1 knew, however, that ministry here would be difficult. And in fact. 

ministenng in this congregation has continued to be difficult. The penon who spoke 

against my nomination has continued to be a vocal member of the Officiai Board 

undermining my personal well-being and my rninistry. 

My dreams of doing educational proprnming have not been fulfilled because my 

ministry consists of maintaining the necessities of church life, Le. Baptismal Preparation. 

Confirmation classes, Marriage preparation and a regular Bible study. My 

"maintenance" style of ministry has allowed my colleague the opportunity to do special 

educational prograrnrning [e.g. dream interpretation] which is short-term in nature and 

very aîtractive to the community. It has also allowed him to do considerable travelling on 

behalf of the national church. 

As 1 have analyzed my role in my context of ministry, 1 have recognized myself 

as the "church wife", the one who sees to it that the basic, fundamental pieces of church 

life are nurtured and rnaintained. This is done through keeping schedules, facilitating 

cornmittees, ruming the Sunday School, and "filling in'' on the Sundays when rny 

colleague is away. This is a model of ministry imposed on me by rny circumstances and 

the expectations of this congregation. However, the circumstances have prevented me 



from developing my own voice. These were also the circurnstances in which the 

previous clergywoman found herself. She, too, was a "church wife." 

I tell this story because in some ways it is a model of what happens to women at 

St. John's United Church. The women are great workers in the church. They do the 

basic maintenance work of cornmittee membership and teaching in the Sunday School. 

They make announcernents in the church about the continuous strearn of events which 

take place. But they are al1 "church wives."' They have simply transferred their role 

from home to church. This is not n e ~ e s s ~ l y  a negative thing. In fact, since we speak of 

ourselves as a "household of faith," it is positive. However, in this context. the 

household functions fiom a patriarchal model. 

In an insightful chapter of Leadine. the Conmeeation cailed "Women in Church 

Leadership: An Emergmg Paradi+m", Carol Becker makes a nurnber of comments that 

are directly related to this rninistq situation. She makes the comment that, -'women in 

leadership positions in the church receive mixed messages about themselves and their 

work.'-' Indeed this is the case. There are al ways church members who are supportive 

and say, "We want you here..' However, it is not clear whether one is wanted because 

one is a good facilitator and n u m e r  or because one has fresh ideas or can be an 

inspiration to doing things a new way. Maybe both. But the next comment Becker 

Shawchuck, Norman, and Heuser, Roger, Leadina the Conmenation: Canne for 
Yourself While Servine Others, "Women in Church Leadership: An Emerging 
Paradigrn", Carol Becker, Abingdon Press, Nashvil le, p. 262 

4 Ibid., p. 253 



makes is, '*If ?ou are going to be here, we want you to act in a way that will be 

corn fortable for us (men).'" 1 think this sums up the message 1 have received. 

Becker further develops her argument by explaining that women work frorn a 

different leadership paradigm than men. Female leaders tend to be facilitators. they 

encourage people. they network. they build relationships, they process change and they 

wait-"ese are al1 attributes that are valued in the Christian community especially when 

they are found in men. However, when these characteristics are Found in women in 

ministry, they are defined as indecisive. I find myself in the position of planting seeds. 

encouragng new ideas and then seeing someone else take the credit for them. In some 

cases this is good; in some it is not. Becker says this is cornmon? 

Becker points out that the church does espect and look for a healthy blend of 

ferninine and masculine characteristics in its leadership. Nrvertheless, it remains more 

valued in one gender than another. The difficulty still remains that while women attempt 

to be collaborators in their leadership style, the system remains hierarchical.' As my 

colleague once said, to prove this point. "The buck stops here; whrn there is a decision to 

be made, 1'11 make it." In addition to a perceived hierarchy in the church srtting, the 

community also sees us, not as a partnership, but as  senior minister and assistant. For 

example, recently, 1 was called to be with the family of a senior member of our 

5 Ibid., p. 254 
6 ibid., p. 255 
7 ibid., p. 258 
8 ibid., p. 259 



congregation at the time of his death. The family and 1 made preparations for the funeral 

service. However, afier we had done so, the funeral director's assistant stated that my 

"boss" would be in touch with me about the Funeral arrangements. 

Becker also points out that there is another major issue for the church comrnunity 

conceming women in leadership roles. The church has institutionalized a fear of the 

feminine. It began with Paul's injunction that women should cover their heads in church 

and proceeded to the burning of witches in the middle ages to the present discornfort with 

having women in positions of teaching or authonty. Becker suggests that at a conscious 

level this is denied, but certainly wornen stili live with many unwitten rules of behaviour 

that restrict women's speaking and actions. 

1 raise these as issues in my context of ministry, but I also believe these are the 

same issues which have caused some women to leave the church. Therefore, this 

discussion on the role of women in this church and in leadership positions does have 

some bearing on my research topic and participants. Half of the women in my research 

group are women who no longer attend church or who have ambivalent feelings about the 

church. 

My persona1 reflection on my rninistry in this context is that somehow my gfts 

for ministry and my potential for ministry have been subverted. They have been CO-opted 

by others. My question then is, how oflen does this happen to other women in ministry 

as women3 ministry remains invisible in the church? 



There is another point to make regarding women's ministry. Besides the issue of 

invisibility there is also the necessity for women to work twice as hard to prove 

themselves. Women in leadership are sornetimes judged to be not as competant as men 

and therefore must work continuously to prove they are accountable and capable. And 

then the last and perhaps the most painful aspect of ministry is the subtle or not so subtle 

harassment. The not so subtle harassrnent cornes from having to listen to a board 

member for the last three years trying to bnng about a termination of my pastoral 

rclationship. The more subtle harassment is about "women who have soft voices" or 

being small and being told to stand on a footstool as a child wvould. and having to wait 

nvo years for an office of my own. Cleariy, al1 this wvould be unacceptable for a male 

clerg person. 

This reflection has been put in the context of a feminist critique. This is important 

if in some future day we hope to bnng about a transformation of this situation which w d 1  

then allow for a ministry of mutual care, respect, equality and a11 other characteristics of 

social justice which are grounded in our theology and biblical understanding of what it 

means to be God's people. As a consequence of such a transformation there may be the 

possibility of the re-integration of wornen into the church, the women who have lefi for 

good reason. 

Out of this context of ministry, then, 1 have struggled with the question of how we 

rnove as a community fiom persona1 concems to communal issues. I have desired to 

understand the value system of the long time mernbers of this congregation and the value 

system of the newcomers and couple those questions to what is the value system of those 



outside the institutional structure. With this in mind, 1 have formulated the following 

research statement with the intention that, at the end of my research, the women of this 

congregation and this community may speak of their concems regarding social justice 

issues more clearly. This is my statement of research: 

It is my intention to explore the values which undergird 

cornmitment to social justice acts amongst church and non- 

church people. 1 wish to discover what kind of connection 

exists between an individual's spintuality, values and actions. 



CHAPTER TWO 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND ASSUMPTIONS 

Introduction 

This chapter includes the theory upon which my research is based. The first part 

of this theory rests on  common assumptions of the Christian faith such as those found in 

scripture and in the Statement of Faith of the The United Church of Canada. 

The second part of my research theory rests on a contemporary critique of the 

church based on the work of feminist scholars. These scholars include the disciplines of 

biblical research. feminist spirituality. feminist approaches to education and sociolog 

and also ecclesiology. Feminism then is the prirnary lens through which 1 view all of my 

researc h. 



Part 1 

Theology of Minist y 

I have aiways had a need to undentand history and how it forms us. The same 

has been trur for me in regard to theology. 1 need to know where we have been to fi~wre 

out where we are going. In ordcr to have some sense of a traditional or orthodox view of 

minist- therefore. 1 looked to the document produced by the World Council of 

Churchcs, Baptism, Eucharist and Ministv, ( 1981). My denomination, The United 

Church of Canada, has made this document one of the prirnary tools in the formation of 

those prepaing for ordained ministry. As well, it has been used as a resource document 

for materials which prepare Young people for Confirmation, adult baptism, and parents 

who are wishing to have their children baptized. 

A second document published by The United Church of Canada which has been 

formative for me is The United Church of Canada Creed. This creed was accepted by the 

General Council of the Church in 1968 as our profession of faith. Within this credal 

statcment, wh.hich has been revised by subsequent councils, is to be found the beliefs of 

the Church and our cal1 to live out those beliefs. It is as follows: 

WE ARE NOT ALONE, WE LIVE IN GOD'S WORLD. 

WE BELIEVE IN GOD: 
WHO HAS CREATED AND [S CEATING, 

WHO HAS COME iN JESUS, THE WORD MADE FLESH, 

TO RECONCILE AND MAKE NEW, 

WHO WORKS IN US AND OTHERS BY THE SPIRIT. 



'WE TRUST IN GOD. 

WE ARE CALLED TO BE mE CHURCH: 
TO CELEBRATE GOD'S PRESENCE, 

TO LlVE WITH RESPECT tN CREATION, 

TO LOVE AND SERVE OTHERS, 

TO SEEK JUSTICE ,4ND RESIST EVIL, 

TO PROCLAIM JESUS: CRL'CIFIED AND RISEN? 

OLrR JUûGE AND OUR HOPE. 

IN LIFE. IN DEATH, IN LlFE BEYOND DEATH, 

GOD is WITH US. 

WE .ARE NOT ALONE. 

THANKS BE TO GOD. 

Another part of my theoretical and theological assumption and my theory of 

motivation for social justice lies in my need to understand how we live out our Baptismal 

vows. The following questions, with variations in the wording, are the ones used in The 

United Church of Canada in the Sacrament of Baptism; 

I .  Desiring the freedom of new life in Christ, do you turn away from the forces of 
evil and renounce their power? 

2 Do -ou turn to Jesus Christ and accept Him as Saviour, Redeemer, Lord? 

3. Do you commit yourself to the mission and ministry of Christas Church? 

My assumption is that each of these vows has the implication of social justice 

embedded in it. It is part of the teaching ministry of the Church to help church members 

uncover those implications. For example, a possible implication of the first Baptismal 

vow would be the redemption of wornen and men who turn away from violent situations 

and seek new life. The resulting actions of the Baptismal vows are understood by me to 



be both individual and communal. When an individual takes the Baptismal vows, it is 

usually a parent who does this on behalf of a child. Sometimes adults also decide to join 

the church and they too have the opportunity to engage in Baptismal Preparation. This is 

one way the church carries out its teaching minist-  Durhg the Celebration of Baptism. 

the community also has the opportunity to reaffinn its vows. The consequence of the 

vows, if fully understood by all. is social action. 

Holding in balance the values and motivations of both "church and "non-church" 

individuals. 1 must make an assumphon on behalf of "church penons." My assumption is 

that social action will not occur unless people are well-grounded in scripture, worship and 

study By this 1 mean through aitendance at Sunday Worship and through opportunities 

for Bible study and study in the Christian life which includes readings in spirituality and 

in social justice concems. we better understand Our cal1 to discipleship. To be awakened, 

to see what is happening, needs an awareness of the gospel and an awareness of how we 

are each called to discipleship. What is required of us is to make use of the 

hermeneutical circle which involves biblicalitheological study which moves us to action, 

which moves us to reflection. 

An important component of rny theoretical frarnework is my interpretation of 

Luke 4:18,19. 

"The Spirit of the Lord is upon me because he has anointed me to 
preach good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to 
the captives and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty 
those who are oppressed, to proclaim the acceptable year of the 
Lord." (NRSV, 1989) 



This passage grounds us as members of the Body of Christ and participants in the 

mission and ministry of Jesus Christ through our actions. In this passage from Luke, 

Jesus clearly describes the intention of His ministry. These verses a11 speak of liberation 

from vanous foms of oppression. II is in our efforts to free ourselves and others from 

different kinds of societal oppression that we do participate in the mission and ministry of 

Jesus Christ. 

My assumptions, therefore. are that we are called to do social justice for the 

following reasons: 

1. because of agreement to our Baptismal vows; 

2. because as disciples of Christ we follow His example as outlined in Luke 
4:18,19; 

3. because we are told to love one another as brothers and sisters and as we love 
God and ourselves. 

In the letters of Paul. we read that the well-being of the cornmunity is uppermost. 

1 interpret that as meaning "cornmunity" in the widest sense of the word. 

However, while 1 believe the abovr statements to be theoretically true, I also hold 

the assumption that while The United Church of Canada has been historically perceived 

to br: a church which is concemed for social justice, this is no longer the case. My 

concem is that congregations within this Christian denominahon are in danger of not 

keeping a balance between faith and action. Congregations see themselves primarily 

concemed with privatized Christianity or personal salvation. The theoretical basis for 



this assumption is found in the writings of Douglas Hall in Canada and Wade Roof and 

William Willimon in the United  tat tes." 

While for the Christian, there are values espoused because of our covenantal 

action in baptism. people who are not "church" memben are not bound by the same 

vows. 1 wonder, therefore, what set of beliefs or what kind of a value system "non- 

church" members [ive out. 1 believe that to some degree they are inspired in their work 

by the Holy Spirit because the fruits of the Spirit are not confined to the institution of the 

church. In this statement 1 am assurning that there is a spirituaiity operative for both 

church and non-church persons. Furthemore, I assume that both sets of individuals do 

what they do becausr of values thry hold. 

9 The theory of privatized Christianity is also addressed by WiIliam Willimon in 
his discussion on the relationship of baptism and ethical actions in the world in 
his book The Service of God. 



Part 2 

Feminist T heology 

In order to speat about feminist theology in the church, in the broadest 

understanding, 1 looked to Elizabeth Schussler-Fiorenza for such a discussion. Her 

thoughts and reflections on feminist theology and its impact on the whole of the Christian 

church are helpful to both the women who have elected to stay within the institutional 

church and those who have chosen to remove thernselves from it. Therefore. Schussler- 

Fioreriza's comments conceming theology are important to both of the groups of women 

with whom 1 have chosen to work. 

Schussler-Fiorenza, in her book, Discipleship of Equals, gives a definition of 

feminist theology which 1s broad and encompassing and therefore helpful in an 

exploration such as the one in which I am engaged. To begin, she makes the comment 

that feminist theoloey is very cornplex. It is not possible to speak of "a theology" or "the 

theolog". Rather ferninist theology is contextual and vaned amongst each denomination 

of the Christian church. It is rooted in our diverse ccclesial visions."' In the 

circurnstances in which I minister, I can identiQ varying perspectives on feminist 

theology. These varying perspectives do not live easily side by side, but at the present 

10 Schussler-Fiorenza, Elizabeth, Disci pleshi p of EauaIs, Crossroad, New York, 
1994, p. 255 



time, the women do not have the words to articulate the subtle differences in their 

understanding of this cornplex discipline. This can show itself to be a source of tension. 

Feminist theology, as Schussler-Fiorenza defines it, seeks to explore wornen's 

experience of oppression and discrimination in society and religion as well as women's 

experiences of hop,  love, and faith in the struggle for liberation and well-being. l '  

Traditionally, according to Anselm. the definition of theology has been -'faith 

seeking understanding", and for feminist theology it is best undentood as the reflection 

on Christian faith experiences in the struggle against patnarchal oppression. If theology. 

as Karl Rahner puts it, has the vocation to engage the whole church in self-criticism, 

-12 --then feminist theology has the ta& to engender ecclesiai self-criticism.. . 1 see my 

role and part of my personal theology of ministry as that of asking the dinicult questions 

which are concened with self-criticism, in regard to personal decisions in life and the 

functioning of the church. There is a relationship between the theoloçical and biblical 

grounding which 1 mentioned in the first part of this chapter conceming Our 

denominational beliefs and Jesus' announcement of liberation which women seek to 

reclairn for themselves. My intention is to question the --enculturation" in which we find 

ourselves. By "enculturation" I mean the context of life in which we have been taught to 

live and respond in particular ways; in other words our socialization. Enculturation may 

be in opposition to a "transfomationai" context which is what feminist theology is 

1 I Ibid., p. 25 1 
'' Ibid., p. 254 



concemed with, i.e. the transformation of structure and transformation of self which lads  

to greater tnith. justice. clarity and relationship to God. 

Schussler-Fiorenza continues her description of ferninist theology by saying that it 

begins with the experience of women strugçling against exclusion and for human 

liberation and dignity. In order to accomplish this task. women must engage in the 

following methods: critical analysis. constructive exploration and conceptual 

transformation. This is my intention as 1 esplore my context of rninistry and engage in 

dialogue with the research group. 

1 do mention, from time to tinte. in ths thesis, that I chose to engage in 

esploration specifically with women. One of the reasons 1 chose wornen is that women 

are not only the "silent majority" of the church, but the Menced majority". in Schussler- 

Fiorenza's words. " 

I believe women are silenced because they are intimidated by the systern of the 

church and they feel rnarginalized by it. Womrn are observen in the church. Therefore. 

to make any changes in the systern demands a great deal of energy. Religious feminists 

must then decide where they can best spend their energies. Sometimes women choose to 

stay and make their voices heard, at yeat cost. At other times women change 

denominations which 1 did when 1 left the Roman Catholic church to corne to The United 

Church of Canada. And yet other women, such as the five women who are part of my 



research, choose no religious institution at all. Whichever route a woman chooses. 

Schussler-Fiorenza suggests women must never abandon our rel igious power and we 

must continue to articulate a religious, feminist vision of justice and liberation."l 

The silence of women in the church is part of woments invisibility. This notion 

of invisibility is further discussed by Schussler-Fiorenza as she notes the lack of visibility 

in the church and academy in terms of intellectual interpretation of the world because of 

the forces of patriarchy. Women are excluded from defining the world. This explains 

why a nurnber of women feel escluded or not welcomed by the church. Men do not 

define human life and society and yet this is the assumption with which the church 

functions. Mary Daly makes the observation. "To break the silence and to reclaim the 

power of naming that was stolen from us," is necessary in order to achieve liberation 

from patriarc ha1 structures. l 5  

Another element in the marginalization process of wornen is the use of exclusive 

language. Langage, according to Schussler-Fiorenza, not only reflects the world but 

also shapes Our understanding of ourselvcs and the world. "The very process of leaming 

to speak socializes us into a world in which male and masculine is the standard of being 

human.. . therefore it is ditticult for both women and men to recognize the oppressive 

character of grammatically masculine language that renders women invisible and 

14 Ibid., p. 3 
l 5  Ibid., p. 26 1 



marginal."" But this kind of exclusively male language is noted by the non-church 

women of my research group as one of the reasons they do not attend church. 

Schussler-Fiorenza speaks of the need for the church io change in order to bring 

about a community ofjustice, wholeness and liberation. One of the ways this is 

accomplished is by feminist theology articulating that divine presence and revelation are 

found among the people of God who are women. Women are and always have been 

called by God. rven though, throughout history, the patriarchal church has made women 

invisible. Nevertheless, women have always heard God's cal1 and mediated God's 

prcsence and lived in comrnunity as disciples. The purpose of feminist theology is to 

intempt the patriarchal silencing of women in order to make wvomen visible and audible 

as God's agents of grace and liberation." 

16 ibid., p. 263 
" Ibid., p. 267 



Part 3 

.4n Exploration of the Meaning of "Spirituality" for 

Women Outside the Church 

In mv introductions to the women in the research group who are not members of 

the church. 1 wiII speak furthur as to why this is the case. Some of these reasons include 

the following. In some cases, women with whorn 1 spoke said they lefi the church 

because of the use of exclusively male language and biblical interpretation which does 

not honour wvomen or their life experience. We will see that the non-church women 

express a feeling of not being welcomed or accepted in the setting of the church. 

especially if one expresses needs which are not usually heard by men or "traditional 

women." The five nonthurch women in my group did not feel welcomed by the church 

and consequently do not have a connection to it. However, they all talk about having a 

"spiritual life." We need to take some time to talk about what that means for them. 

Certain1 y, today, there are many definitions of the word '-spiritual" being spoken of, and 

these may not al1 convey what we wish to Say here. Thetefore, for purposes of this thesis. 

we will explore the meaning of this word as it pertains to this group. 

"Spiritual experience" has a different rneaning now than it had in past centuries. 1 

think in traditional Western Christian spiritualitv, spiritual response to a given situation, 

was defined narrowly. It always had to do with a religious experience from within 

tradi tional religion. Sometimes it was believed to be a once-in-a-li fetime experiencc of 

the Holy Spirit. At other times, spiritual experiences were considered mystical and were 



often characterized by the individual withdrawing from the world into what used to be 

called a "spiritual world" in which one lived a solitary or contemplative life. 

However, in this century, ideas about spirituality have greatly expanded. This is 

due partly to developments in human psychology as well as the contributions of feminist 

theologians, educators and writen. These wrîten of the 20" century have suggested a 

more unified way of perceiving the world through Our minds and our bodies. We have 

begun to undentand that by being more unified or integrated individuals, we are in fact 

more the way God intends us to be. 

The feminist writers to whom 1 have looked for guidance and direction al1 start 

from the premise that there is a ditference between male and female spirituality. 

However. these differences are not due to our genetic make-up. Rather, it is more likely 

that our different spiritual experirnce and response is due to our social conditioning. our 

"enculturation". Vairrie Saiving speaks of these differences in "The Hurnan Situation", 

and she sees the differences mostly in terms of male experience being more obvious and 

the female espenence being more silent. '' 

1 would also suggest, that a geat deal of work on fernale spirituality can be 

credited to Car1 Jung. In his work with female clients and dream interpretation, he came 

to the conclusion that dreams are a revelation of God. Jung himsrlf was aware of the 

bind which patriarchal religion imposed upon women and how limited their expenences 

i 8 Saiving, Valerie, ' n i e  Human Situation", Womans~irit Rising, Harper & Row, 
San Francisco, 1979, p. 36 



of religion are within those confines. However, when he asked himself how women 

could help themselves out of this bind, he came up with the same two options that 

feminist theologtans have. The fi rst option is to withdraw from organized religion and 

put energ inio other endeavours as my nonchurch participants have. The other option is 

to remain in the church. but put energy into fomulating a religious view of life which 

includes women and is different tiom the patnarchal style of the traditional church. Jung 

found hirnself, as many women do, but fewer men, needing to disengage himsel f from the 

old creeds and dogmas and he relied on his own dreams and fantasies to develop a new 

spiritual outlook for himself- l 9  

For Rosemary Ruether, a feminist theologian, the difference between male and 

female spirituality is the differencr behvetn patnarchal religion and feminist spirituality. 

She says the operative question for men is, "What happens to me after I die?" In 

contrast, the femaie question is, "What has to be done for the child that is bom?" The 

latter view leads to an entirely different world view than that of men. It moves us from 

individualism to a concern for the wider community and the ~ o r l d . ' ~  Ruether also 

believes that 1%-omen's spirituality desires to bnng order back into the world. Women are 

observen of nature, they have babies, their concern is to leam to live in vace and 

harrnony. It is a spirituality capable of transfoming self and society2' 

19 Golbenberg, Naomi, "Dreams and Fantasies as Sources of Revelation", 
Womansoint Risine;, p. 223 

'O Ruether, Rosemary Radford, Sexism and God-Talk, Beacon Press, Boston, 
1983, p. 236 

'' ibid., p. 264 



Ruether. however. has made use of an interpretation of the wrïtings of Teilhard de 

Chardin in developing a theory for the transformation of society. In researching some of 

his work, Ruether finds some hopeful observations. She sees two signs. There is the 

vision of the redemption of the sou1 bascd in traditional Christianity, which leads to the 

redemption of the world. But in Teilhard's work there is a development of a unitary 

cosmic mind bringing the evolutionary process to completion when the Creator wiI1 unite 

- 3  

with the Creation.-- There is an obvious closeness here with feminist thought. 60th 

feminists and Teilhard believe in a long evolutionary process which is life-giving. 

Generaliy. women are concerned about unbom generations and the ecologîcal condition 

of the planet. And it may be that women have a more optimistic view of humanity than 

patriarchal religion has. There is a belief and hope that good will prevail over evil. 

Women are ofien not afraid to look beyond the confines of orçanized religion for 

ways to express spintuality: some have become interested in Native Amrrican spintuality 

and others in what used to be called witchcrafi. This is now more ofien called The Old 

Religion. The Old Religion sees the spirit and flesh as one; there is no difference 

between the sacred and profane nor between nature and culture. The Divinity spoken of 

as the Goddess is both within nature and within the hurnan being2' Perhaps more 

importantly for some women, this religion is not based on doctrine, but rather on 

i i 

-- Reuther, Rosemary, Womanmiides: Readings Toward a Feminist Theolom, 
Beacon Press, Boston, 1985, p. 198 

'3 Starhawk, g'Immanence: Uniting the Spiritual and Political", Women's Spirit 
Bonding, Pilgrim Press, New York, 1984, p. 3 12 



experience and ritual. The rituals are meant for community-building. The Goddess is 

manifest in relationships. hendships. the giving of cornfort and aid in much the same 

way as we perceive Christ to be present in the stranger.'" It is a cornmunity of equals. 

each working to attempt to change conditions which destroy life. 

For a member of the research group who was raised on social activism in the 

church. Dorothee Soelle speaks of a different kind of spirituality that embodies action. 

She says, 

"The most important virtue in this kind of religion is not obedience but 
solidarity, for solidarity asks that we change the image of God from that of 
a power-dispensing Father to one of a liberating force, that we cease to be 
objects and become subjects involved in this process of change, that we 
leam cooperation rather than wait for things to corne to us from on high. 
Thrsr are al1 elements of mystical piety."'s 

Feminist writers say that religious experience arises out of our life experience. 

Biblically speaking, women's religious experiences as well as life experienca have been 

termed "curse", specifically menstruation and child-bearing. However, women who have 

left the church. or women who wlsh to transform the church, see these events in a 

different light. By accepting these events as pan of life, we consent to God's will for us. 

especial ly the birth expeience, as a central metaphor for creativity and love.'" Certainly 

for many wornen, the process of giving birth is the pivotai, spiritual experience of  their 

"' Ibid., p. 3 13 
" Soelle, Dorothy, The Strength of the Weak, Westminster Press, Philadelphia, 

1984, p. 103 
'Vhnst, Carol, œ'Spiritual Quest and Woman's Experience", Womans~irit Risinq, 

Harper & Row, San Francisco, 1979, p. 229 



lives. Spiritual encounters of this kind take us both deeper into ourseives and also into 

the world. 

Another feminist witer to whom the non-church women relate is Carol Christ. 

She has done extensive research into women's spiritualily and has intentionally removed 

hersrlf from the structure of the organized church. This author observes that for 

centuries. wornen have lived in the in-between spaces of their own inchoate experiences 

and the shape given those experiences by men. In other words, she believes women have 

not had the opportunity to experience their own experiences without male interpretation 

beinp overlaid. She also points out, as other feminist writers do, that there is an 

important link between story and esperience." And now women are finding themselves, 

intentionally. in conversation with each other and in groups, telling stories about 

themselves which have never before been told, much as the wornen in my group did. 

Chnst quotes Euripedes who said *-the wor1d.s geat order is reversed when wornen tell 

their stories."'~his is indeed the case for the women at St. John's United Church, as 

the- find their voices and use them, the old order of the church is changing. 

Carol Christ also suggests to women that they not ally themselves with a 

transcendent source which is changeiess and beyond us, but rather our goal should be to 

try and understand we are pan of the world and Our world is constantly transforming and 

changing. Our mystical experiences which we have within our finite world make us 

" Ibid., p. 230 
" ibid., p. 230 



aware of being a part of a larger community. a place larger than ourselves, but 

nevertheless subject to change as we are. Margaret Atwood has reflected on this when 

she says. "Nothing has ever died. everything is alive, everything is waiting to become 

-.lu alive.. . (Margaret Atwood, Surfacing, New York, Simon & Shuster. 1 973. p. 1 82 ) 

The Wisdom writer who compilrd Ecclesiastes would agree. [Ecc. 3: 151 Religion and 

spirituality need to be defined in a such a way that enables women to recogriize 

spirituality in their lives, not only in relation to an institutional structure, but in their ideas 

of what religion and spirituality rnean to the individual. 

Sometimes the spiritual experience of women is a state of "nothingness" because 

the- have not been accustomed to hearing and telling their own stories. Of course, the 

place where this happens most ofien is in the setting of patriarchal religion. Religious 

stones @ve an orientation to Our source of meaning. For example, God's giving of the 

Law gives depth to the simple ritual of lighting Sabbath candles for lrwish people. 

Christians orient themselves around the life and death of Jesus. But it is not only Bibiical 

stories which have a sacred dimension. Stories give meaning and value to life. At any 

time, a story may give revelation of self and as a result one may be enabled to challenge 

conventional values and expected roles. 

What makes a story sacred is its importance to the teller and the hearer. [t can be 

any kind of story. If it is a love story, then it is love which makes life meaningful. 

'' Christ, Carol, Divine D e e ~  and Surfacing, Beacon Press, Boston, 1986 znd Ed., p. xiv 
3 0  Ibid., p. 3 



However, since women have not been accustomed to telling their story, in some ways 

they have not really been alive. They try to conform to the stones told about women. but 

it is not their o ~ m  reality. The most common are the archetypal stories of Virgin 

MothecWhore. But since not many of us tit easiiy within these two categories, it is hard 

for us to find ourselves in these stones. As a result we corne again to that feeling of 

..no th i ngness. "' ' 

However. now that women do tell their own storirs in group situations, in books 

and any ways women communicate, we see something that is being produced which is 

both spiritual and social in its dimension. But if we look only at the spiritual dimension 

of the work, we overlook the social niles which need to be broken and re-constituted in 

the institutional settings in which we find ourselves. Carol Christ wams us that we 

should not separate Our reaiity into two parts as Western philosophy has done. Rather, it 

is the intention of women's spirituality to seek wholeness and to heal the pain caused by 

dualism in Our tradition which has divided us between spirit'body, rationaVemotionai, 

heaveniearth, life!death. What we need to be aware of is how spirituality can support 

women's needs for social equality. Women's spirituality concems a woman's awakening 

to the depths of her sou1 and her position in the universe. It includes contemplation as 

well as ideas shared with others. And it includes the classical question of "Who am 1 and 

why am 1 here?'' 



Part 4a 

The Role of Education and Sociology: Where Our 

Values Corne From 

Perhaps the most important factor we are dealing with in this research topic as it 

relates to wornen inside and outside the church is socialization. We are sociaiized by our 

families, our educational -stem, Our culture and our churches, to think a certain way. 

behave a certain way and believe in oursefves a certain way. This is what I cal1 wvornen's 

enculturation. 

In the gound-breaking book, Women's Wavs of Knowine: The Develo~ment of 

SeIF. Voice and Mind the researchers and writen analyze for us the issues which underly 

women's actions. In the interviews whîch were carried out by the researchers of this 

book, they were told by the women with whom they talked, that they were often 

discouraged from pursuing intellectuâl work on the younds that it is unferninine or 

incompatible with female capabilities. This, in fact, happened to a woman friend of mine 

when she applied to medical school. At the time, she had h o  small children and a 

Master's degree, but she was told that wornen were not suitable candidates for 

scholanhips in that particular school. 

What happened to my fhend is not an isolated incident. Women in different 

courts of the church m aware that men are better at getting attention in meetings and 



holding it. The underlying message is that women have little to Say and should, like 

children, be seen and not heard." 

The reality of this disproportionate style of communication reinforces the belief 

that the conceptions of tnith and knowledp with which women function are articulated 

and shaped by Our male-dominated culture." Now feminists are beginning to articulate 

the values of the female world and to re-shape disciplines so that they include women's 

voices and continue to press for the nght of women to participate as equals.'' The 

challenge to the church is to hear the voice of women in a non-patronizing way, and 

maybe even begin being invitational to them. 

The study which the researchen of this book have provided is an invaluable 

opportunity for seeing the power of expanding our concept of human deve~o~ment.~'  

Through the stories of women, we see how women's self-concepts and ways of knowing 

are intertwined.'' If we value integrated individuals, this is tmly a gift. However, for 

those who cornpartmentalize their thinking, it may appear scattered or less than logical. 

This is seen when women speak from their experience. The public is slowly beginning to 

value and appreciate what we leamed through experience, but this very asset and ability 

This phenomenon is still apparent in the United Church. At the last General Council 
held in 1997, for the first time women commissioners outnumbered men, but in terms 
of speaking time, men outnumbered women approximately seven to one. 
Belenky, Mary Field et al., Women's Ways of Knowine: The Develooment of Self, 
Voice, and Mind, Basic Books, a division of HarperCollins, 1986, p. 5 

Ibid., p. 6 
Ibid., p. 7 
ibid., p. 3 



to learn and reflect on one3 experience has been held against women. Women believe 

the "real" or valued lessons of life are detenined by relationships with fiiends, life 

crises. and community involvement. However. women tend to downplay what they have 

leamed in these areas because they have not corne through traditional leaming '' 

Feminists attempt. however. to look beyond the traditional ways of learning. 

Presently. at the local women's shelter with which 1 am involved, the Board has 

employed an executive director with no formal education beyond high school. This 

womarfs gfts and insights, which are many. were honed through rnany years of 

expenence as shr worked in a number of shelten in a variety of positions. Her 

experience and native intelligence potentially far outweigh the abilities of other 

candidates with forma1 learning and degrees but no expenence. 

Women's ways of knowing and relating rely to a geat degree on dialobwe and the 

exchange of views which allows individuals to be understood in their own ternis. It is 

believed that mutual understanding will lead to consensus on how everyone's needs can 

be met. When theones and assumptions are examined through the lens of women's 

perspectives, new conclusions cm be drawn and new directions forged that have 

implications for both men and ~ornen.~" 

In the study for Women's Wavs of Knowing, only women were asked to 

participate and because 1 too am interested in women' s human development, including 

37 Ibid., p. 4 
38 ibid., p. 8 



spiritual growth. inside and outside the church, I asked only women to participate in my 

study. In past theoretical works. whether in psychology, sociology or educational theory. 

men's voices have been powerfully articulated and have been seen as the nom. This is 

because much of the work in these areas in the past was done by men. However. what 

these women tesearchers discovered through conversations with the women they 

interviewed is that knowledge is constructed. not given. it is contextual. not absolute and 

it is mutable. not fixed." These conclusions are Yeminist" conclusions and depan from 

the traditional understanding of knowledge and how it is acquired. This has implications 

for the life of the church which we 4 1  discuss later. 

Part 46 

Feminist Styles of Ministry: Pastoral 

1 have approached the work of this thesis as well as ail of ministry life, from the 

perspective of feminism. Perhaps 1 should first say something about my undentanding of 

that much misunderstood word feminism. 1 work from the assumption that feminism 

means equality of the sexes, that is equal nghts for men and womrn, politically. socially. 

educationally. But more than that, these assumptions also include the belief that 

women's perspectives are to be valued because they corne from real life experiences as 

well as traditional learning. These experiences are not necessarily going to be the same 



as men's experiences because each gender lives in this world differently from the other 

due to di fferent socialization processes. 

Women's perspectives and life experiences and voices have not been heard 

equally in Nonh America to those of men. Some may argue that that assumption is false. 

We see women in the media, women wvrite books. women are competitive athletes, etc. 

However. this is tnie only in so far as women have needed to survive as human beings. 

Women have adapted themselves to the prevailing culture in order to be present at all. 

Again. this is an example of women k ing  encultunted into the predominant context. 

This has been histoncally mie of women clergy in The United Church of Canada. 

The United Church of Canada has a long tradition, compared to other denominations, of 

ordaining women. However. the necessity for these women to conform to the prevailing 

culture of the institutional church was heavy. Women engaged in the same education as 

men, th- adopted the sarne black clothes and cierg collars as men. Women rnaintained 

a plainness in appearance which played down femaIe charactenstics. Although it was 

encouraged for men to marry, women, who felt a cal1 to ministry, were discouraged from 

marqing. However, with the rise of a feminist perspective in the 1970's some of these 

practices came into question as women observed and critiqued what they saw. 

Eventuall y, changes in the church slowly began to emerge. 

In an insightful book called The Arts of Ministrv: Feminist-Womanist 

A~~roaches,  reflections on the place of women's leadership in the church are discussed. 

In a chapter entitled, "Pastoral care as an act of Community", a process is described 

whereby women have leamed to adapt to the dominant culture in ways that have helped 



them survive, but at the same time have been harmful and costly to them. And in this 

whole process. groups of people have karned to believe negative messages about 

themselves. Lraming to adapt in this way is a strength: however. it carries a cost to the 

well-being of the individual."" 

How does this adapting happen? Why do women allow it? It is said in the Arts 

of Ministrv that a11 voices of stmggle and resistance are rooted in prticular social 

contests and specific cultural circ~rnstances.~' This theory can be applied to rny 

particular conten in which 1 have atternpted to fit myself into a structure of ministry that 

I had no part in developing. It is a social context in which women clergy are suspect and 

in which males are highly regarded. The cost to me of living and working in this 

circumstance, as though I were an rqual, is very high. It consists of living under the 

threat of termination of my pastoral relationship whilr my colleague remains protected 

from that threat because of his sex. My understanding of feminism implies mutual 

respect and it is clear when mutual respect does not exist. The issues of my context of 

ministry are not unique: as noted by Kathleen Billman, "there are no personal issues that 

are not of a piece with public issues. To divide things into public and private is to betray 

both."" 

JO Neuger, Christie Cozad, Ed., The Arts of Ministrv: Feminist-Womanist 
Ap~roaches, Westminster John Knox Press, Louisville, 1996, p. 18 
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From a pastoral point of view. it is important to be aware of the feminist 

perspective in a congregation, or the lack thereof. Carol Hess notes in her essay. 

-'Education is an act of gettinç dirty with Dignity". that women often Say, "1 wish I could 

find a church where inclusive language is used so that my daughter wouldn't gow up 

..$ .i 
with negative male imagery. 

This quote could have come from a number of women at St. John's United 

Church. However, it is always said one-on-one, never publicly, because the issue of 

inclusive language and image? of God is still highly charged in this church. Hess says 

we need to correct the theologically dnven betrayal of women. We need to encourage 

wornen to develop and assert their voices in the conversations of community life and we 

need to encourage appropriate forms of self-assertion? If women are consistently 

denied these opportunities in community life, to speak openly and to develop their voicrs, 

they will quietly disappear from the church, as did the goup of women 1 worked with 

who cal1 themselves non-church. 

From the pastoral ministry point of view, my concem has been with the question, 

what happens to women afier they leave the church? 1 have heard women say they feel a 

sense of loss or emptiness. In the research group which came together for this project we 

had the rare opportunity for theory and practice to come together as they shared the 

stories of their lives. Carol Christ suggests that, "When women tell new stoties to each 
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other. shape their own stories, they are discovering the shape of women's spiritual 

quest. '-" 

Story sharing in communities of faith historically centres around biblical 

narrative. This is an important element in the feminist perspective of Christian 

 ducati ion." We will Say more about that later. And Mary Pellaner reflects in a similar 

vein in God's Firrce Whimsev as quoted by Christine Neuger, "if there is anything worth 

calling theolog. it is listening to people's stories, listening to them and honouring them 

and cherishing them, and asking them to be even more brightly beauti ful than they 

already are."L7 This whole process of story telling and listening has been called listening 

women into speech. 

This also brings us to a recumng theme of feminist critique and this thesis: 

wornen's loss and regaining of voice. Because women have always been lumped with 

rnany others as a minority group (regardless of the fact that more than half the population 

of the world is made up of women) there has been a developmental process in which 

wornen have k e n  systematically taught, in a repetitive way, to adopt society's ideas and 

definition of being female. This process of adaptation has five steps: humiliation. 

inculcation ( learning the rules), retribution, conversion (bel ieving the dominant culture's 

definition of women) and conscription. For al1 the women who have -'made it" in 

society, some of this process has taken place. For many other women, it is the means by 
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which they are kept in their place. This is the process that stnps women of voice and 

pushes them into accepting the loss of potential language and authentic story. '" 

Part 5 

..\ Feminist Interpretation of the Gospel of John 4 

My experience with church goups has been that most people are not cornfortable 

with Bible study nor do they see much relevance for the Bible in their lives. However. as 

a clergy person who also tries to be a disciple. that is not the case for me. I need to find 

ways to understand scripture as a living and transforming word. As a result, 1 turned to 

Sandra Schneiders and her feminist interpretation of John 4 to help explain this process. 

As mentioned above. Schneiders does an interpretation of this chapter of John 

using the approach of feminist criticism. She chose to use this approach because of her 

interest in the identity of the woman in the passage. This is the same reason I chose to 

use this passage as the focus of one of my "action in ministry" gatherings. Schneiders' 

approach is useful to me. Her interest is hermeneutical. She does not simply discover 

what the text says, but rather she looks at "the tmth claims that are addressed to the 

believing readers in relation to their d i s ~ i ~ l e s h i ~ . ' ~ '  This passage can then be seen as one 

that invites the transformation of the reader. 

48 bid., p. 96 
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In a helpful manner, Schneiden takes us through the methodology she uses which 

begms with a hermeneutics of suspicion. Fint. she encourages an understanding that the 

text is biased against women. Her question then becomes -tan the biblical text function 

as a relevatos or a salvific encounter with God for women once their consciousness has 

been raisrd?""' 

Elizabeth Schussler-Fiorenza has placed feminist biblical interpretation in the 

category of liberationist hermeneutics, but it dityers in one respect. She believes that the 

biblical text is ofien blind to the oppression of women in Israel and early Christian 

cornmunities, as well as the texts themselves being androcentric and patriarchal. Thus, in 

other words, the text is not a text of liberation for women. It. in itself, is the problem, 

dernonizing women and denigrating them." 

Schneiden, like Schussler-Fiorenza? begins with the assumption that the text is 

not "neutral", nor are the interpreters "objective". By this she rneans, it cannot be 

assumed that the biblical text gwes an accurate account of women in the community. 

Rather, we get a picture men have created. For feminist cnticism then, it must be 

presumed that this is a distorted picture from which things have been omitted and what is 

included is unreliable. She does not feel this is academic paranoia but realism? 
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It is important for us to remember that no one is neutral because everyone is 

controlled more or less by his or her social location. This is what contextual theology 

points out. It is important for any research in the hurnanities, that the researcher be self- 

aware and clear about their social location or context and how it affects thern. In the case 

of the group of ten toment for the feminists. there has been a wider, different and more 

varied experience of life than perhap for the women who identie with a more traditional 

understanding of the role of women. Their social location has been different from some 

of the other women in the group. 

However, 1 want to ask, is it possible for this text to be liberating for women? 

This is an important question for women although it is not always raised to 

consciousness. Traditionally. it has been assumed that the biblical text, as \wll as human 

historv. is mainly about men. Women are visible only as exceptions. Schneiden asks, if 

this is the case. what does the Bible say about women? Does this imply that women were 

not present or that women's experience of God was not credible? It is possible to Cocus 

on some texts of the New Testament and see what is hidden by most of the text, but what 

we do ser is that women existcd in those communities, did participate and were 

significant." 

We can look at the story of the Samantan Woman as a model of women in the 

early church and today. What we see immediately is the traditional interpretation which 

marginalizes the woman and trivializes her, not to mention discriminates against her 



because she has traditionally been seen as "bad". She is considered to be '-bad" because 

of the nurnber of husbands she has had. This is another enculturated contextual issue and 

this is not unlike behaviour towards women in the church today5" 

As Jrsus reveals to the woman what he knows about her. she is impressed by him. 

But she is impressed not only by his knowledge. but by his attitude. his willingness to 

have a conversation with her. Theologically speaking, it is a case of God in Jesus seeking 

relationship ~ t i  th one whom society considers unworthy. 

Then the woman questions Jesus. She asks him to clarify the points about which 

the Jews and the Samaritans differ in thtir theology. Again. he speaks to her as an equal. 

Schneiders sees this interchange as an incorporation of Samaria into the New 1srael.j' 

The wornan symbolizes the Bride to Jesus and Jesus as the New Bridegroom: she 

becomes a true theological partnrr. "gradually experiencing Jesus' self-revelation as she 

reveals hrrself to him."" 

But then the text pushes the gender issue further because it is clear that the 

woman goes back home to "evangelize": she tells the good news to her neighbours and 

they believe her! Schneiders sees this as the wnVter of the fourth gospel having had some 

experience with women as Chnstians, theologians and apostles. There is also an 

awareness of the tension this caused between men and women in the community. 

jJ Ibid., p. 1 88 
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Women were generally not allowed to bear witness, but here we have a woman whose 

word t-ds a witness to Jesus and who brought people to hirn." Apparently, she \vas an 

effective wimess. However, a careful look at the part of the story which talks about the 

return of the disciples to Jesus. reveals a new side to these men. There is an uneasiness 

amongst the men which happens when a man talks to a woman too seriously. as Jesus did 

to this woman. This action. Schneiders says, confimis their worst fears. Men are neither 

the originaton, nor the controllers of the Church-s rni~sion.~' 

Schneiders asks the question, then, that I asked the women in my goup. If ive 

look at this text from a feminist perspective, can it be a life-giving word for women? My 

answer is "yes." Schneiders characterizes the mission of Jesus and the disciples in 

Samaria as a movement toward '~inclusiveness" which has been the desire of ferninist 

women in the church for the last twenty-five years. We recognize the stop as one of 

universal salvation that includes women as well as men and that, in this case. it is the 

woman who was identified as despised, rnarginalized and excluded, not only as a 

Samaritan, but as a woman. However, it is the woman who is transformed by her 

encounter with Jesus and she is the one who b r i n s  the possibility of transformation to 

her community. It is a case of the enculturated context king transformed into a new 

context which has b e n  effected by an encounter with the Word of God, Jesus made 
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flesh. This is  a spritual experience which led to a social justice action. This is a tmly 

transfoming story, as well as being the liberating word of God for women. 



Summa y of Chapter Two 

In this chapter I have outlined the theoretical understanding and assumptions upon 

which my theology of ministry is based. Included here as well, are the feminist theories 

upon which my research relies. 

My theology of ministry rests in my sense of cal1 which is found in Luke 4: 18,19 

and in my understanding of the Baptismal vows of the Christian church. Having noted 

that this is my foundation, 1 must acknowledge the feminist perspective through which 1 

do ministry and from which 1 question assumptions of rny denomination. Feminist 

theology asks questions of us penonally in order to bnng us to greater self-awareness and 

greater ability to be faithful disciples. As well, it asks questions of the institutional 

church to open itself io change for the good of the larger community. 1 ask my questions 

from the perspective of feminist theology, sociology, education and pastoral care. This is 

the framework from which 1 do my ministry and my research. 



CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Part 1 

Introduction 

M y  General Approach to Research Methodology lncluding 

the Feminist Approach 

This chapter deals with the way t have chosen to collect data for my "Action in 

Ministry". The means by which I have gathered this information is to be found in the 

followving research methodolog. 

1 am asking a question about the value system which undergirds the relationship 

between spirituality and social justice actions. In order to gather data, 1 am applying the 

methods of qualitative research. For heip in understanding this discipline. 1 looked to 

Research in Pastoral Care and Counselling: Quantitative and Qualitative Amroaches, by 

L a q  VandeCreek, Hilary Bender and Merle Jordan. As well, I looked into Method in 

Minishy: Theoloeical Reflection and Christian Ministrv by James and Evelyn Whitehead. 

My interest is in people, their stories, their thoughts and their actions. Since my 

research is centred on human beings, it calls for the discipline of qualitative research as a 

methodolog. In Research in Pastoral Care and Counselling, there is a helpful definition 

of qualitative research. 

In terms of an objective, the qualitative approach does not intend to test, 
prove, persuade or argue a particular predetennined point and it would be 



inappropriate to use it for those purposes. Its purpose is to discover the 
meaning of human experience and to communicate this understanding to 
the reader. It does this through narrative rather than through numben with 
the understanding that its narrative words evoke the human experience 
attac hed to them." 

In this book on methodology, the researc h process is descri bed as "dialogical". 

This means that dialogue is engaged in continu~usl~."' This is exactly the process used in 

the "action in ministq" which is included later in this work. In this process. as 

researcher, 1 was part of the research activity. 1 engaged in it as a participantiobserver 

which means that 1 was in constant dialogue with the participants of the process. The 

participants and 1 were mutually and personally engaged in the process of sharing 

thoughts, ideas. feelings. It is said thal, '-the two (the researcher and the object) worli 

together in the discovery process on a level of mutual dependence and trust.'^' 

Participants in this process are individuals who have an experience the researcher 

wishes to understand." In this case, 1 wished to understand the background and values of 

the women in this goup  and to see how their values helped them become involved in 

social j ustice issues. 

The authors of this methodology book descri be the participants of such a researc h 

moup. They are intelligent, usually quite verbal and reflective individuals who have an 
Y 
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open and trusting relationship with the researcher. On the other hand. the phenornenon 

king discussed usually rests within them more as a lived experience than as a reflected 

one." It is the intention of the researcher to dnw out the l tved experience so that it may 

be reflected on and understood. This was indeed the case with the participants of this 

action in ministry. The questions which were asked in the process were not questions that 

the- the participants. had ever considered before. In fact, the women oflen said. "l've 

never thought about this before. I just did it." 

As a participantiobserver, 1 tried to be aware of myself as pan of the discovery 

process during conversations. 1 recorded data as 1 observed and listened to the 

conversations to the best of rny ability. However. 1 was much more caught up in 

facilitating the conversation than I was aware of my own thoughts and reactions. What 1 

did observe about myself is my bias of both Christianity and feminism. My intemal, and 

sometimes extemal. intrrpretation of conversation was consistently from the perspectives 

just named. It was not possible for me to be unbiased in these hvo respects. 

Rrcognizing, then, my own biases, and also because the role o f  

participant'observer is complicated, I invited a "strategic informant" to be pan of this 

process. This is also a method suggested by these authors. The person 1 invited to help 

me in this role was Janice Murray, an adult educator and one who is skilled at process 

work. She is also on the margins of church life and was helpful in balancing my 

perspective from within the church. In addition, she had the ability to be more unbiased 



than 1 because she did not have the same emotional cornmitment to the process as I did. 

Janicr was a help to me because she provided me with the opportunity to debrief orally 

afler each session. During this time we talked about the feelings we heard expressed. the 

body language we observed and. in a general way, how the evening progressed. Janice 

took few field notes. 

The purpose of my research was to discover the experience of a number of othen, 

and begn to understand the meaning that each individual gave to her experience. 

However, personal experiences are deeply embedded. The researcher hears words, 

metaphors, stories, and sees facial expressions, body language and vocal tones. Putting 

that together helps to fom meaning and understanding of the experiences of that person. 

Consequently, the first thing to be done is to look for the expression of human 

exPenence? 

In this methodology, typically three sources are used: interview, documents and 

the observed interaction of the participants and me. My research follows this process 

exact1 y. 

One of the research methods which 1 used is the interview. The interview process 

was a helpful way for me to gather information about the participants and to have a 

personal experience of these individuals. The interview process in qualitative research ss 

ideographic. This allows for differences beween individuals to emerge. Different styles 



can be applied to the interview process. These styles are called semi-structured. fwused 

or conversational. 

In the semi-stnictured approach; there are a number of specific and yet open- 

ended questions asked of each participant. The set of questions is the sarne for each 

participant. This is the approach 1 used and my sets of questions are found in Appendices 

C, D. E and F. 

According to the authors of this book on methodology, the results of this style are 

more cognitive and informal. The advantage of this method is the ease of analysis 

because the categories are already there in the questions. The disadvantage, which 1 

esperienced myself. is that the researcher is imposing some interpretation on the 

experience of the participant rather than allowing the participant to interpret her own 

experience. 

A second style of interview is the conversational. The conversational style of 

research is a free flowing conversation without structure or guiding questions. h j  ne 

researcher later attempts to discover patterns and themes from these conversations. 

It was important for me to be involved personally in the conversations with the 

participants. Therefore 1 chose the rote of participant/observer. The authors of the book, 

Pastoral Care and Counseline, point out that the participant/observer technique is most 

w f u l  for the study of social and cultural experiences which have become so habitua1 or 



taken for granted that the individual participant is incapable of reflecting on their 

meaning through the interview process. Thus, the question for the participanuobserver 

becomes: "What is the socially shared meaning which rnakes the interaction purposeful 

for this group of people?'u 

The researcher, in this regard. cames a dual role. First, the interviewer hears the 

participants' stoties first-hand. Second1 y, the researcher rn ust become involved in the 

experience along with everyone else. However. at the same time. the researcher tries to 

maintain some distance and offer some independent obser~ation.~~ 

This indeed is a difficult process. There were moments when 1 felt as though 1 

had become too emotionally involved in the conversation. At other times, 1 felt quite 

distanced in my interactions wi th the group. There are advantages and disadvantages to 

both positions. Perhaps the strength of the one who feels distanced is that things can be 

observed fiom a k s h  perspective. However, in both situations, 1 feel an objective 

interpretation of events is dificult. Perhaps this is the major signitïcance of the "strategc 

informant". This person who is a marginal participant, is a cornpanion on the journey, 

helping to translate for the researcher the significance of what is being heard? 

"Listening well" is an important component of qualitative research. In the book. 

Method in Ministw, James and Evelyn Whitehead speak of attitude and ski11 which are 
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necessary in this research. They cal1 this "aitending" in order to enable the minister to 

l e m  From the experience of another as well as from his or her own experience. The tint 

stance of the rninister is to listen we t 1 because the word of God has already been spoken 

in the person being iistened to." 

The Whiteheads point out a truth which 1 experienced with the goup of ten 

women. Most people today have only non-religious language in which to speak of their 

espenence. As a result, people like me, who minister to others. need to be able to hear 

the religious dimensions of what is being said in their secular vocabu~aries.~" 

1 found this phenornenon to be especially true in the fint evening together as we 

spoke of images of God and religous or spintual experiences. 1 found myself translating 

their experiences into theoloycal language and then wondering if 1 was over-stepping my 

bounds as researc her. 

During the group meeting as well as during the individual interviews. a task 1 set 

for mysrif was to listen for the relationship between faith and action. This was especially 

my intent with the women who were church memben. For the women who did not 

belong to the church, 1 iistened for an); nuances of religious motivation. My question for 

myself was, "Where do good motives corne from?" 
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During the whole process of the action in rninistry, 1 saw myself as working fiom 

Karl Rahner's formula. i.e. to uphold Tradition and to overcome ~ndition." As a 

feminist, deconstruction of Tradition is part of the task of reinterpretation. Yet as an 

ordained minister, upholding Tradition is part of my call. 

As conversations with the women unfolded in g o u p  settings and between us as 

individuals. it became more clrar to me that for both groups of women, the Christian 

tradition has been influential in shaping their values in the decisions they make. 

The hermeneutical circle which moves from experience to re flection to Tradition, 

l a s  operative in this process at al1 times. 

'' ibid., p. 55 



Part 2a 

Methods of Data Collection 

In order to explore the question of the relationship of spiritual experience and 

social justice action. I used a number of methods to collect data. The fi rst piece of 

information I collected was in the fonn of a letter which ! asked the participants to submit 

prior to Our first meeting notinç the things which are important to them. This was a very 

brief, one page submission to help focus their thinkinç. 

The next method of data collection was the use of "stickees" which we used to 

name the things we vaiued. These were written upon privately by each woman and then 

collected and categorized durinç our first goup meeting. In addition. that ni&, we used 

a large piece of newsprint to draw a collage of ?mages of God." These pieces of 

information were then collected by me. These were the only concrete items which the 

women worked on or produced. 

1, however, collected more data by audiotaping each of the three full group 

meetings. The tapes were later transcribed and produced approxirnately twenty-five 

pages of small print which 1 referred to as 1 did my coding process. The second session 

dunng which we split into two groups was not taped except for the end pan when we 

came together again. However, the second group meeting was based on matenal that had 

k e n  sent to the women prior to the meeting. This mailing included the story of Jesus' 

encounter with the " Woman at the Well" and questions for them to think about. These 

are included in Appendix E. The questions for this evening were used in a semi- 



stnictured way just to help us stay on topic. 1 took a few notes during that evening. 

However, I found it difticult to take notes since many questions were directed towards 

me during that discussion time. 1 was more involved in that conversation than in most. 

The same situation arose for Janice Murray who was in the role of strategic 

informant. She facilitated the other group and she, too, was able to make only very brief 

notes. We later met to compare our impressions of the evening. 

Following the group meetings in the faIl of 1995.1 telephoned each participant 

and set up appointment times for individual interviews. The purpose of the interviews 

was to allow the women the opportunity to speak privately of anything they may not have 

wished to share publicly. At the end of the ten interviews, each was taped on an hour 

long tape and the interview tapes were transcribed. This provided me with approximately 

220 pages of transcnpt. These are al1 confidentid and are in my possession. My brief 

field notes were kept in a small notebook to which 1 referred during the procrss of writinç 

up and reflecting on the procedure. 

The transcripts and tapes were vital to my process of categorizing. Following the 

process of phenomenology, the use of these research methodologies allowed each woman 

to speak for herself, through the use of writing, drawing and speaking. 1 had the chance 

to go back over tapes and refresh my memory and to re-read the transcripts. 

The evaluation meetings took place in June of 1996. We had to meet twice in 

order to accommodate the schedules of the women. 1 presented them with copies of my 

analysis of the findings frorn the taped sessions for their verification. They al1 felt the 



findings faithfuliy represented what they had said and were corn fortable with what they 

saw. The processes of taping, transcribing, interviewing and note taking provided me 

with my raw data. 

Part Sb 

Coding Methods 

The coding, or categorizing, for my research was cmbedded within the three 

major themes which were the topics I was interested in: values, spiritual expenences and 

social justice action. These themes provided me with the ovrr-arching theme for each of 

the three sessions. The fint evening concerned values and church background. We also 

touched on spiritual experiences. On the third evening, the subject was social justice 

actions. During the discussion of the second evening, we talked about the Bible and their 

undentanding of it as either undermining or undergirding of their sense of spiritual 

experiences. The third evening was more interactive as each woman talked about what 

she does in tems of social justice actions 

In listening to the tapes and re-reading the transcripts, I was able to pull out key 

words such as -'values", "spirituali-', and "social justice" and focus on how the women 

used these words. The women used a variety of descriptive phrases and words in regard 

to these themes and these are to be found in Appendix G. 



Part 3a 

The Participants 

My explorations. thoughts and research in regard to my research question have all 

centred on a goup of ten women from my community of Alliston. The women represeni 

a cross section in tems of education, age range and background. 

i invited ten wornen to be the focus group for the exploration of my question 

conceming values and social justice work. 1 chose the number '-ten" and the gender 

"women" for h o  reasons. First, 1 think that a small group of ten is a good number of 

people with whom to work. It is large enough for a diversity of opinions and yet small 

enough for everyone to have a chance to talk. The reason 1 chose al1 women is that 1 

believe women can more easily get to the point of a discussion than a group composed of 

both women and men. Some of the reasons for this are comfort and the potential for 

intimidation. Women's issues, perspectives and ways of dealing with concems are 

different From men's ways." There is a variety of cultural, anthropological and 

sociologicai reasons for this. '' 

However, there is also another reason why 1 asked only women participants. 1 

wished to give women a forurn in which to discuss issues. As far as 1 am aware, there are 

'' Eisler, The Chalice and The Blade, Harper, San Francisco, (A division of 
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73 Unfortunately, we do not have time to explore this thoroughly; 1 ask the reader 
to accept my assumptions that this is fact. 



no study groups that allow for this kind of depth discussion. I know there are none in St. 

John's UnitedChurch and 1 have never heard ofany in the community. I am also aware 

that no one has ever asked questions of these women such as, "Why do you do the 

comrnunity work you do?" and "Do you have any beliefs about what you choose to do?' 

The third reason 1 asked this particular group of women to speak together is that 

they are al1 known to me. Some of them previously knew each other as well, but not 

many. Amongst the group are women 1 have known for more than twenty yean and 

othen for only two or three. However, 1 was aware of contributions that each wornan had 

made to comrnunity life. 

Althouçh the group of ten women functioned as a unit. the gooup was actually 

made up of five womrn who are active church members and five women who do not 

belong to the church. The reason 1 chose to work with a --mix" of women is to see if thry 

functioned from a different set of values. I wondered how and if church women were 

motivated to do social justice activity by their religious background and what is the value 

system of non-church women. 

The mix of the group worked well. Sometimes the conversations were 

c hallrnging, sometimes inspi ring and sometimes we found ourselves in agreement. The 

women represented a religious spectrum from atheism to traditional Christianity. The 

age range was from late thirties to early seventies. However, the group does share a 

similar socio-economic background. I would like to introduce you to the participants, 

beginning with the five non-church women followed by the five church women. 



Part 3b 

Non-Church Participants 

Eilren is somrone I have known for more than twenty years. Presently, she is a 

Ph.D. candidate working in Sociology. She is a Teaching Assistant at York University. 

Eileen is an immigrant to Canada coming here from Great Britain in the early 70's with 

her husband and baby son. She now has four grown children. 

One of Eilren's geat contributions to the goup 1s her ability to analyze social 

situations. her honesty at narning issues and her feminist perspective. She is one of the 

non-church members of the goup. Although Eileen was raised in Ireland by a Catholic 

grandmother, she lefi any church involvement because she has many questions about the 

way the church treats women. She questions a transcendental God and the authority of 

the Bible which has been used to control women. Her analysis is also historical as she 

questions how Tradition has treated women including the buming of wise women in the 

middle ages as witches. She sees this kind of discrimination continuing today. 

Shirley 

Shirley is also in the category of "non-church." She, li ke Eileen, was raised in a 

Christian home. The church of her childhood was described by her as '*fundarnentalist". 

By this she means the church was theologically conservative and believed in biblical 



literalism. She stopped attending church in university days. Her church life had lefi her 

feeling dissatisfied and wvith more questions than answers. 

Shirley is now in her mid-fifties and is about to retire from teaching. Her area is 

Family Studies. She has an expectation of doing some family therapy counselling after 

her teaching career. 

The approach to social justice that Shirley takes cornes from ber experience of 

teaching young wornen and seeing how hurtful and unfair traditional models of 

patriarchal family life dynamics have been towards the formation of o u n g  women. She. 

tool describes herself as a feminist. Shirley is a spiritual person in non-orthodox ternis. 

She believes in reincarnation and explores witchcraft and native spirituality. 

Liz, in her late sixties, is one of the oldest women in the group. At the time of  the 

formation of this group, 1 invited Liz as a non-church person, however. she does 

experience a feeling of ambivalence towards the church and has asked to have her name 

put on the adherents' list. 

Liz represents a part of the specmim which includes the more "traditionai" 

woman as opposed to the "feminist7'. She has worked but has seen herself mostly as a 

caregiver. Because of her late husband's profession, she had the opportunity to live in 

other cultures and other parts of Canada. Because of her experiences of travelling and the 

reading she has done, Liz has an exceptionally wide world-view which has encouraged 

non-traditional religious understandings. 



Jan R. 

Jan. like Eileen, cornes from Great Britain. When she was Young, she trained to 

be a nurse. Now in her mid-forties, she has a degree in Women's Studies from York 

University and has completed the certification for Midwifery. 

Jan's religious life has gone through some changes. She was raised in traditional 

English Anglicanism. However, for a number of years. she, like Eileen, questioned the 

church's treatment of wornen and withdrew from it. Now she kinds herself lonping for 

ritual from time to time. Nevertheless, 1 have considered her as a non-church participant. 

Sylvia 

Sylvia, in her thirties, is one of the younger members of the group. She is one, 

however, who defies categorizing. Sylvia cornes from a family of strong United Church 

ties with a grandfather who was a past moderator and a number of relatives who are 

clerg. However, she is ambivalent in her feelings towards the church. Again, the issue 

for her, as with othen, is the traditional, patriarchal functioning of the church and its 

attitude towards the role and contribution of women. 

Along our spectrum of atheism and tradition, I put Sylvia in the rniddle. She is an 

avid reader of feminist theology and is disappointed that this interpretation of the Bible 

and approach to church life has not made a bigger impact. 

For a number of years, Sylvia was not connected to the church in any way. 

However, recently she has become involved for family reasons. Sylvia is a mathematics 



and science high school teacher and therefore brings analysis and insight to the 

discussion. 

Part 3c 

Church Participants 

Kathy 

Kathv is  one of the younger members of the goup. She and Sylvia are of a 

similar age and academic discipline. Kathy, too. has been a hiçh school teacher of 

mathematics and science. Now she is home with her small children and does cornmunity 

work. 

Kathy cornes from a Roman Catholic background. For a vanety of reasons she 

le% the Catholic church in unhappiness. Pan of her unhappiness was due to the absense 

of women in leadership roles. She has found a place to cal1 "home" in the United 

Church. She is a very active member ofthe church. Kathy wonders if her place in the 

future will be in some kind of ministry in the church. In part. as a rrsult of Kathy's 

participation in this research group, she is now a student at Emmanuel College. 

Jeannette 

Jeannette, along with Kathy and Sylvia, are amongst the youngest in the group. 

Jeannette's background also is Roman Catholic and her ethnic background is Native 

Canadian and French. 1 add this piece of information because it may help the reader to 



know why I see her as a seeker. Al1 three of these young women have started to corne to 

St. John's United Church in recent years. In this congregation. they feel they are able to 

explore issues in a more open way than previously. Jeannette is working on certification 

for Early Childhood Education. She has been very involved with church life since she 

came to St. John's United Church. 

Joan 

Joan is a friend of long-standing. She is an active church rnember as a rnember of 

the St. John's United Church choir for more than twenty years. I would characterize Joan 

as more traditional in her understanding of religion. 

Joan has b e n  involved with a number of comrnunity projects over the years. 

Besides Rotary, her major involvement has been with -'My Sister's Place", the local 

women and children-s shelter. She believes in giving back or giving in thankfulness for 

the things she has received in life. Obviously, Joan believes in and acknowledges the 

equality of women and men and celebrates the giRs of women. Nevenheless, it is 

doubtful that she would cal1 henelf a feminist. Joan is a high school vice-principal and 

one of the first women members of the Alliston Rotary Club. She is now serving as its 

first woman president. 

Marjorie 

Ma j o i e  is also a longtirne church goer. She is careful to Say she is not a church 

rnember since she was confirmed in The Anglican Church and never "officially" joined 



The United Church of Canada. Nevertheiess, Ma jorie takes an active part in church 1 ife 

and makes a great contribution. 

Marjorie. like Liz, is a more traditionai woman. She is a trained musician and 

taught voice for many years, pnvately. She has not worked outside of the home. 

however, shr helps her husband in his travel tour business and often travels with him. 

M a  jorie has been a supporter of the Alliston Rotary Club for many years since her 

husband has been very involved with the life of this organization. 

In religious terms. Ma j o i e  has a traditional approach and understanding of the 

role of religion but her insights into the dynamics of church life are astute. She displays 

meat wisdom in handling di ficult situations. 
CI 

Jean 

Jean is the eldest of the group. Although early life left Jean feling somewhat 

ambivalent towards the church, a persona1 cnsis helped to solidi& her relationship to the 

church. She is an active and involved church mernber, especially during the last twenty 

years. Her activity has included being a founding member of a new United Church of 

Canada in Don Mills and then transfemng her involvement to a small church just outside 

of Ailiston, where she and her husband moved in retirement. 

Jean is the only member of the focus group who was also part of my Ministry 

Base Group. She asked to be part of this discussion group because the thesis proposal 

and my questions raised questions for her, as well, that she wished to explore. Jean has 



always been intensely involved with caregwing in her family and in cornmunity 

endeavours. 

Janice Murray 

Janice was a member of the Ministry Base Group which 1 gathered together. She 

is also an adult educator who works in a hospital setting as well as doing consulting 

work. Janice is particularly giAed at asking questions that encourage people to talk and is 

cood at ~ o u p  facilitation. 1 asked Jan to be pan of this process as a CO-facilitator because - 
1 felt it would be too difficult to be a participant/observer without this kind of help. It did 

improve the process to have someone who understood what my goals were and be able to 

help accomplish them as well as to have the opportunity to de-brief after the full sessions. 



Part 4 

A Feminist Perspective on Research Methodology 

As noted earlier. the approach used for this research is a phenomenological 

approach which is both stmctured and open-ended. However. to begm at the beynning. 

when 1 made my decision to work bvith a focus group of women, 1 decided ten was a 

manageable number. From past experience. 1 found that ten allowved each person to be 

able to take an active part and to be able to build relationships with each othrr. At the 

same time, if one or two women were missing for an evening, there were still sufficient 

numben to keep the conversation going. 

1 chose to work with ten women I know. Some 1 know well, others less well. 

Some also knew one another previously. Once I had made my decision about who the 

wornen would be, 1 contacted them by telephone, explained what 1 was doing, the kind of 

involvement I hoped for from them and asked them to take some time to think about 

being a pan of the group. 1 then sent each woman a letter which is found in the Appendix 

B. One woman declined after considering the proposal because she felt there were too 

many calls upon her time. However, 1 found a replacement fairly easily. 

There were varying degrees of enthusiasm over the project. Most saw themselves 

as doing me a favour by agreeing to take part and a11 expressed concem over the time 

cornmitment required. 

Once 1 had received a Participant's Consent F u n ,  (Appendix C )  I sent them a 

schedule of meeting dates, an outline of each meeting and the time 1 expected we would 



be finished with the research, followed by a date for an evaiuation meeting. 1 hoped the 

project would extend from September 1995 to June 1996. 1 have included al1 of the 

material in ternis of outlines of the evenings, in Appendix D, E and F as well as the 

questions for the individual interviews- 

Each youp session was tape-recorded as were ail of the individual interviews 

which were transcribed. Each woman was able to speak in her own words from her 

experience and to reflect on these experiences with each other. As the researchen in 

Women's Wavs of Knowing noted, we listened to each other with open ears. We shared 

thoughts and experiences which had never been voiced before. They said, at the end of 

the first evening, how pleased they were to have the opportunity to think about their lives 

and to talk about their lives in a setting that was caring, interested and encouraging. 

As in the process usrd in Women's Wavs of Knowing, the cateçones that 1 was 

concerned about were embedded in the questions I asked. Perhaps this could be 

consîdered a bias. 1 had no preconceived ideas about what 1 would hear. Each woman-s 

story was her own, as well as each perspective expressed. Because this was the case, 

because of the uniqueness of each woman, the context of each story varied. The context 

varied by geography, culture, time period and educational background. In some ways, 

the comrnon denominator was that al1 had ended up in Alliston and al1 did some kind of 

community work based on compassion. Belenky and her associates speak of the 

"silence" of the women they interviewed and indeed this was the case for these wornen. 

They had not told these stones and in the telling they gained a voice they had not had 

before. M y  interpretation of this is that it is not suficient for women just to have a voice. 



They also must be heard by those around them. And in that heanng, acceptance is 

implied. 

As 1 read over the section in Women-s Ways of Knowing on research 

methodology, 1 felt affirmed in the process 1 chose to use because they were similar. The 

researchers for that important book chose a style that they characterized as "open and 

lei sure^^"'^ which established a rapport with the individuals and which allowed for 

presuppositions and frames of reference to emerge. 1 hoped for the same. My belief was 

that as long as the questions allowed for as rnuch or as little intimacy to be shared as 

desired. the women rvould feel cornfortable in sharing what they wished. In some cases. 

the participants shared very deep, persona1 struggles which were life altering. Other 

women shared more generally and both were acceptable. 

Another simîlan'ty between the trvo research methodologies was that, embedded 

in the questions. were the episternological positions for coding. I cal1 these "categories". 

1 used key words in my questions such as image of God, spintuality, social justice, and 

values. These words meant different things to each woman and yet we could also h e u  

the overlap in what they talked about. However, later by listening to the tapes and re- 

reading the transcripts, I was easily able to assign categories. 

For me, one of the rnost important parts of the process is that it allowed women to 

say who they are, where they corne from, what formed them, how they see themselves 

74 Belenky, Mary Field et al., Women's Wavs of Knowing; The Develo~ment of 
Self. Voice. and Mind, Basic Books, a division of Harper Collins, 1986, p. 10 



now. Women need to talk about thernselves in this way. Al1 of them expressed gratitude 

for having been asked to share a pan of their lives this way. It appears that we rarely ask 

each other these questions and therefore we tend not to know each other deeply or with 

mutual understanding. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE ACTION IN iMINISTRk' 

IT IS MY INTENTlON TO EXPLORE THE VALUES WHICH 

UNDERGIRD COMMiTMENT TO SOCIAL JUSTICE ACTS AMONGST 

CHURCH AND NON-CHURCH PEOPLE. I WtSH TO DISCOVER 

WHAT U N D  OF CONNECTION ESISTS BETWEEN AN 

[ND IVIDUAL'S SPIRITUALITY, VALUES AND ACTIONS. 

Part 1 

M y  Theology of Social Justice 

My owvn interest in social justice issues came into king in the mid 1960's. I was 

a student at Michigan State University during the time of the Vietnam War. In that era, 

one could not escap: an awareness of the war, of the massacre of the student protesten at 

Kent State University, and the social unrest in the United States. 1 was personally 

uncornfortable with values espoused by the govemment, by the rnilitary, and by the 

members of my immediate family. The result of my discornfort was my move from the 

United States to Canada in 1968. My sensitivity to individu 

been awakened by events in the United States. 

and communal rights had 

At that time in my life, 1 did not have the words to explain or name what was 

happening to me intemlly. Now, 1 can look back at that time and place myself in the 

tension between my "enculturated context and my desire for a 'btransformational" 



context. The enculturated context included values 1 was not cornfortable with. Those 

values were patriarchal. They did not include the voice of women or even Christian 

values of the sanctity of life. They did not include a theology which accepted al1 of us as 

children of God. The values were exclusive and judgment filled. It was a context in 

which some were highly valued individuals while many were not. 

Because of my personal background 1 have developd an interest and involvement 

in social justice awareness and action. My area of concem has been advocacy on behalf 

of women. particularly in opposition to violence against women and children. 1 became 

involved with a small group of women from Alliston and the surrounding area in l979/8O 

during a study of the number of cases of violence against women and the need for a safe 

house. 

This project idea was not well received by the town council and we did not get 

approval. However. we psnevered in a slightly different direction. We established an 

"information centre" and this was the vehicle by which wc: managed to assist women who 

needed help. The information centre included a "telecare line" and a used clothing store. 

Eventually, five yean later, a new goup came into king called "People in 

Transition". This was the group that actually got the safe house established. It is known 

as "My Sister's Place". 1 sat on the board for one year but because of pastoral duties, had 

to resign. 1 have remained interested in this social justice and compassionate project, and 

have now retumed to the board and have become deeply involved with it. 



Social justice '' activity for me is based on the pursuit of economic, political and 

social equality for al1 people. There is little difference for me behveen social justice and 

feminism. Because of my Christian perspective, social justice also includes the belief in 

salvation. By this I mean the well-being of individuals and communities in ternis of 

wholeness and right relationship with God and neighbour. My understanding is that 

Christians need to pursue activities which will ensure salvation for ourselves, Our society 

and the world. 1 do not believe in salvation as a tnumphalist doctrine that says 

Chnstianity is the only way. Rather, my understanding of salvation is more broad and 

includes well-being for all. Social justice activities are essential in regard to wornen's 

rights in al1 cultures because of the hidden discrimination which is practised against 

women. One of the ways this discrimination happens is through acts of violence against 

women: in the media, in various forms of entertainment, in the workplace and in the 

home. A pursuit of social justice for me is to advocate on behalf of women's rights to 

safety for themselves and their children and also for the possibility of theîr economic. 

political and social equality. 

At the present tirne. my experience tells me that kind of pursuit for well-being for 

individuals and communities of people is not king practised wholeheartedly by the 

75 My interpretation of this tem is based on my understanding of ethical and 
compassionate behaviour towards "the other." "The other" may be a human 
being, a living creature or the earth itself This is a mature response to the 
issues we see around us which are evidence of the destructive behaviour of 
human beings. 1 undentand the ethical and compassionate response to be both 
individual and communal. For a discussion of this position see In the Service 
of God by William Willimon, chapter 2, "The Work of Ethics." 9 



church. In this century, perhaps especially since the early 1970's. there has developed a 

theological split in the church. I do not know how to characterize this split except to cal1 

it privatized Christianity versus prophetic Chnstianity. 

In her book, Teaching; and Religious Ima~nation, Maria Harris discusses this 

theological split. She quotes Jurgen Moltmann and Dietrich Bonhoeffer amongst others 

who have used these ternis, --privatized Christianity" or -*privatus c~ltus". '~ My 

undentanding of this term as used by Moltmann is that people corne to church on Sunday 

moming for their own personal reasons, to help them feel better, to be restored spintually, 

or perhaps even to feel they have been personally "saved." In other words, the needs of 

the individual are paramount. Moltmm describes this as moving away from serving 

God to serving the needs of the individual. 

Two women who are members of the Wednesday morning Bible study have 

spoken quite regularly of the reasons which rnotivate them for coming to church. They 

both subscribe to the theory of privatized Christianity, i.e. the motivating factors for their 

coming to church are to fdfill their personal needs. However, when we engage in more 

conversation about how we might put our hith into action, we find it is difficult to move 

fiom theory to action. 1 cal1 the "action" the social justice component of our faith. My 

undentanding of social justice concem is very broad. 1 do not include only actions such 

as the old style peace marches and study groups. Social justice for me means an 

76 Harris, Maria, Teachinn and Religious Imagination, Harper, San Francisco, (A 
division of Harper Collins) 1987, p. 82 



awareness of concems or issues of injustice. Social justice actions can include intentional 

intercessory prayer whic h is concemed with alleviating the pain and suffering of people 

close to us or far a m y .  My observation, however, is that it is dificult to broaden our 

understanding of social justice concems and to become penonally involved. 

It has corne to my attention, throuph interaction with fnends and acquaintances of 

the wider community of Alliston. that there is social justice king done by people who are 

not related to the church as well as by people who are "churched". In one case, a 

husband and wife have opened their home to a senes of young people who are 

emotionally troubled. In another case, there are women who volunteer their time and 

efforts at the local women's shelter in various support roles. In a third situation, another 

woman counsels women concerning their rights as they disengage from marital 

relationships. Al1 these helping people were members of the church at one Ume but are 

no longer. For various reasons each has felt disenfranchised by the church. 

My research interest concerns addressing a common question to both groups of 

individuals, those who are church memben and those who are not. Amongst the 

questions to be asked are the following: 

1. What is the common experience of both groups that has motivated them to be 
concemed with social justice actions? 

2. What pan does spirituality 77 or relationship to God play in our actions? 

77 I am using this word as meaning any relationship, belief or understanding 
between a hurnan k ing and a divine being. This does not necessarily mean a 
belief in the Christian God. This may include an experience of the numinous 
which results in a belief that there is more to life than what Our senses and 
rationality tell us. This is an awakening to the mystery of life. 



3. At what point in their life experience did they become inspired to act on issues 
of perceived social injustice? 

These questions fonn the link between spirituality and social justice. 1 now wish 

to explore how an individual's spirituality infoms and forms a motivation to do social 

justice acts. But more specifically. I want to know about women's spirituality and their 

work in social justice issues. In an rven more focused way, what is it that women 

undentand social justice issues to be? 

Foundational to the above questions is a question about values. How and where 

do wornen leam values? Especially, what kind of value system is operating in the culture 

of a small town in Ontario, specifically the town of Allisron? Further to the exploration 

of values and where wornen leam them is the question of the role of religion in the 

formation of values. Are the teachings of the church an important or formative factor in 

the developmrnt of an individual's spirituality or are the values we learn not connected to 

churc h teachings? 

These questions that 1 bring to this study corne from a life-long struggle to 

understand myself and the United Church as we "seek to do justice and resist evil" (The 

United Church of Canada Creed Rev. 1994) in our complex society. 1 ask these 

questions of myself and others because of my own life experiences in my family of onpin 

and of my experiences in the church, both as a lay person and ordained. 

The reason 1 chose to do research with women is that I believe the experiences, 

thoughts and beliefs of women are rarely heard in a public way, especially in church Me. 

My research work is done From the perspective of feminist theology. I chose to do this 



work from this perspective firstly because feminism bases its assumptions on the equality 

of wornen and men. Feminism demands that women be gven equal respect with men. 

politically. economically. educationally and this includes al1 aspects of church life. 

Secondly, 1 chose feminist theology as the lens through which I see this work because 

feminism takes seriously the life experiences of women as they are put in dialogue with 

scripture and tradition. 

Anyone who has sprnt any time in a congregation can readily see the presence of 

women and the contribution they make to the well-being of the church community and to 

the wider community. This is true of St. John's United Church in Alliston. OHen these 

contributions are made under great hardship as women seek to be the best mothers they 

can be. take some or the cntire responsibility for the financial well-being of their farnilies 

and still find time and energy to commit to othen and to worthy causes. We see women 

in worship, at social times and in committees, but often the contributions of women 

remain invisible. 

The role of women. particularly in the small t o m  congregation, is complicated 

further by the fact of gender. Instead of their gifis and contributions being celebrated. 

they are kept under waps so they do not appear to be "too pushy", maybe even too 

capable because there is a feeling of animosity towards women who are too vocal or too 

powerful. In the society of the small town congregation, women's voices are often silent 

at board meeting and congregational meetings. Women are not encouraged to take 

leadership roles outside of the traditional ones connected to The United Church Wornen's 

organization. Unspoken encouragement goes to directing women into places of support 



for the structure: Le. teaching Sunday School. nurturing and caring for mernbers of the 

congregation. These are worthy and important tasks in the Christian community. But 

they are also stereotypical of the female role of are-piver and nurturer.'be may also 

ask the question: Is this true for women in our society as a whole? 

In light of the restraints with which women live, in this particular value system. 

how do they still manage to live out their rninistry as faithful servants of Christ? For the 

women who are part of this study and are not church memben, how do they do their 

social justice activity under the constnints of small town society? It is my intention that 

as 1 describe the process in which we engaged in our focus group meetings and 

consequently in individual interviews, some dues will emrrge that will partly answer rny 

questions. 

These women's lives are not çasy to catrgorize. Sometimes, in our discussions. I 

could not tell whether or not we were on topic. I think this is the way of feminist 

research. It does not always fit into neat categories. Of necessity, this part will be 

narrative, as the lives of the women are a narrative. 

It is said that women keep inventing themselves as they tell their stories and 

interpret their lives. This has certainly been true for myself As 1 have retlected on my 

life, with the help of reading and scripture study, I have gradually gown to know myself 

78 Shawchuck, Norman, and Heuser, Roger, Leadine. the Conereaation: Canne. for 
Yourself While Servina Others, -'Women in Church Leadership: An Emerging 
Paradigm", Carol Becker, Abingdon Press, Nashville, p. 162 



bener. 1. too. to some degree, have re-invented rnyself. I think for a number of the 

women who took part in these discussions, the same thing happened. 



Part 2 

The First Evening: A Discussion of Values and 

S pirituality 

Before we actually had our first meeting at the end of September in 1995.1 asked 

each woman to write one paragraph on the topic. "What matten to me most'?" (See 

Apjxndis D) The purpose of this little exercise tvas to help focus our thinking on the 

things and values which we hold dear in our lives. This also helped the women focus 

their thoughts on the topics of discussion for the fint evening. This one page exercise 

has been kept confidential by me. If the women wished to share something of it verbally, 

that was left to them. In fact during our discussion time, none of the women referred to 

their one page of thoughts. However, when we started to talk about values' clarification, 

the same issues surfaced as they had written about. 

Afier we had gone around the circle and introduced ourselves and said what our 

involvement in church life was or was not, the CO-facilitator, Jan Murray, explained what 

the activity of the next thirty or so minutes was to be. Jan called this "values' 

clarification-'. Each woman was given a stack of '-stickees" and asked to write one thing 

on each page of stickees. These are the things she values most. ARer we were al1 

finished, including Jan and myself, we put them in a place that al1 women could see them 

and 1 grouped them by category. The categories were family life. professional life and 

spiritual life. 



This exercise helped the women articulate the things they hold dear but may not 

talk about often. In our walk-about time, we saw that we shared much and agreed on 

much. As Jan invited us to reflect on this exercise she made the observation, "When we 

talk about what we value, we ofken don't think about things that are very important unless 

we lack them. such as health or freedom." We were al1 surprised that none of us had 

noted these basic items to our well-being. 

From this discussion on values, we moved to another area, images of God. These 

may be images that we currently hold or are from our childhood time. The women were 

invited to draw the images on a large sheet of paper with coloured markers. Not al! 

women wished to participate and their wishes were respected. 

The images that were shared were both traditional ones and very persona1 ones. 

By traditional I mean images such as God being pictured as an old man with a white 

beard. lilce Celie imagmed God to be in The Color Purple. Other traditional symbols 

were the cross and crown, the cup and paten that hold the bread and wine. On the non- 

traditional side was an image of a happy face, brightly coloured yellow, a shiny tin can 

out of which God emerged, a rainbow, a storm cloud with lightening coming frorn it, also 

rolling hills and beautiful scenes of nature. 

lnterspersed with much laughing and joking about what our images of God meant 

to us was a more serious side to our discussion of how those images connected us to the 

idea of religion. We talked about where our symbolhmages came from, what they mean 

to us, and whether they have positive or negative connotations. This discussion led us 

easily into the area describing experiences we would cal1 spiritual. 



Part 3 

The Place of Scripture in our Lives 

The second meeting of our group was held in late October 1995. This meeting 

had a sIiglitiy different format from the others. At the begmning of the evening, we met 

as a full group for about half an hour. 1 used this time to refresh our mernories of the first 

evening. By this time I had a transcript of the first evening and so was able to use that. 1 

also took this opportunity to introduce the story of lesus and the woman at the well from 

John 4. 1 did a short exegesis on the relationship of the Samaritans and the Jews and the 

place of women in that society. We then divided into two groups with five women in 

each. The groups were mixed, having both church and non-church women in them. Each 

woman had been gven the questions for discussion in advance of this meeting. We then 

spent one hour in discussion of this story. 

This meeting provided me with some surprising reactions from the women. The 

first surprise was that none of the women was very familiar with this story. There was 

sorne confusion over the story of the "Good Samaritan" and the "Woman of Samaria". 1 

found, from the questions asked of me, that the women wanted much more background 

than 1 had expected to give them. Their questions not only concerned this specific story 

but also the gospel of John. Since the women did not h o w  the story, and only Joan had 

ever heard it preached on, the story was not as meaningful at first glance as I had hoped it 

would be. I am dedaring here an assumption on my part. 



Another surprise for me was the emotional response elicited by this story. For the 

few women who felt cornfortable identiQing themselves as feminists, there was anger 

that the church did not preach this passage at all, let alone as a woman's stoq. It was not 

preached on as a story of liberation for women, for sure. For the more traditional 

Christian women, the passage was seen as one promising universal salvation. 

In talking about the passage as a whole, everyone became caught up in a 

discussion on feminism. We almost became --stuck" on this topic. It was difficult, as a 

result, to see how scripture and life relate. The kind of emotion that was being expressed 

was about ferninists being male-bashers and taking jobs away from men. The discussion 

pointed out to me how easy it is for us to becomr caught up in our innrr contradictions. 

It also said that we suffer from a fairly high degree of biblical illiteracy. 1 am applying 

this statement to those who are connected to the church on a regular basis. 

Both Jan M. and I round it dificuit to bnng the wornen back into a full group 

again when Our time was up. There was reluctance in each group to share with the other 

what their cornments had ken .  However, afier a few minutes of silence, someone from 

each goup did speak. They then discovered that cach had had similar thoughts 

expressed. 

We ended this evening by singing together a Song which was wntten by Carolyn 

McDade, "Corne drink deep of Living Water." Jan M. and 1 had both baked dessert and 

we had dessert and coffee before we left each other that night. I think this helped the 

evening to end positively. 



Religious ExperieocelSocial Justice Experience 

On the third night the women met, we talked about the questions which are found 

in Appendix F of this document. The questions are experientially based and the intent of 

the questions was to encourage the women to reflect on their religious life and see if there 

was a movemrnt from that experience to a decision to act on social justice issues. We 

used an actio~reflection mode1 for this conversation. 

1 found that there was a difference, between the wornen who are presently church 

attenders, and those who are not. However. it was during this meeting that I realized that 

al1 of the women had a church background. The consequence of this realization made me 

think of their other similarities. AH came from roughly the same kind of socio-economic 

background and al1 have had some kind of post secondary education. As we consider 

these contextual issues, the answers to the questions were more similar than they would 

have bren for a more mixed group. 

The first question about which the women talked was a general one about their 

church background. This led to why they attended church presently or why they stopped 

attending church. Further, we talked about whether or not the church experience had 

provided them with any kind of "values' formation." 

Although Jan M. was facilitating the discussion this particular evening, 1 

inte jected the idea of "context" and how Our context forms who we are and how we 



respond to situations. Perhaps al1 of us are identi-ing a heightened awareness of issues 

in Our present context that we simply were not aware of in the other places we have lived. 

We have al1 corne froin many different contexts in terms of geogaphical locations. 

Some have lived in other countnes, or provinces, some in very big cities and some from 

srnaIl towns. Al1 of these background experiences which we have had and which have 

formed us have sometimes made it hard for us "to lose our baggage." 

The context in which women live allows for certain kinds of behaviour. An 

esamplr is wife-beating which has been accepted practice for centuries in many cultures 

including Our own. In addition, Sylvia mentioned the way children are desensitized to 

violence because of the media. It is then relatively easy to translate this into maleifernale 

relationships. Joan added that advertising helps to objectiS women. 

Our conversation then moved on to a deeper level of what we mean by -'social 

justice." My own definition is given on the bottom of Appendix F as a footnote, but each 

of the women seemed to have a variation on the theme. Jan M. then wondered whether 

the church taught us anything about compassion and love or if we are more likely to learn 

these concepts from Our "contexts". 

Our time together on this evening ended rather abruptly. 1 did not feel a sense of 

closure for this discussion. We left things with my making appointments with the women 

to have confidential interviews. I do not feel that we followed the questions or topics 

very closel y. However, we did speak extensively about our experiences and feelings 

about the church. This included al1 of the wornen whether or not they are presently 

attending a church. 



I felt perhaps there was some weakness in my questions for this evening. But 

even afier much reflection. I cannot think of a different way to approach this. The goal of 

honesty and comfort in sharing thoughts we do not usually speak of, was accomplished 

and for that I am pleased. I think, too. i t was useful and stimulating for the wornen. 

In the next section, i will present the outcornes of our individual interviews as a 

corroboration of much that we shared in the full group discussion. 



Part 5 

Individual Interviews 

The last pan of rny action in ministïy involved having interviews with al1 of the 

participants individually. The discussion questions which we used for this process were 

exactly the same as those used in the third plenary session. (see Appendix F )  The 

purpose of the individual interviews was to allow the women to speak confidentially. if 

they wished. and also to see if different issues arose for them in an intimate setting as 

opposed to a group setting. 

The process included taping each session and then transcribing the material. Each 

conversation was a minimum of one hour. After the interviews were transcribed, 1 

categorized the main points from each conversation according to themes suggested by the 

questions. 1 looked for three main themes: values. spiritual experiences and social justice 

actions. 1 noted each of these in their respective categories as 1 went through the 

transcription. These were funher divided between the two groups represented, the church 

women and the non-church wornen. 1 wondered whether or not there is a difference in 

what the nonchurch women value as cornpared to the church women. 1s there a 

difference in the two groups in regard to spintual experiences or in the decisions made 

around social justice actions? My findings are discussed in Chapter Five and the 

categories are included in Appendices G. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

WOMEN FINDlNG THEIR VOICES: 

RESEARCH FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

In this chapter 1 intend to report what the women talked about in Our evenings 

together. This information came frorn the taping of those evenings and the subsequent 

transcriptions. 1 have permission to report the women's cornments using their own 

words. 1 will also offer some analysis based on my theology of ministry and theoretical 

framework. 



Part 1 

The First Evening 

Discussion of Values and Spirituality 

During Our first evening together 1 asked the women if they had ever had an 

experience they would cal1 "spiritual". They responded to that question with the 

foilowing comments which occurred in conversation with each other. 

Eileen was the fint to respond to this question of spirituality from her end of the 

spectrum of the women who were represented. Eileen's comments were that she felt 

spirituality to be outside her and that it is a notion that is connected to a belief system and 

since she does not have a belief system she cannot relate to the concept. Eileen did not 

contribute an image of God. However, Jeannette challenged this undentanding of Eileen 

by suggesting that her inner strength and resources are her spirituality. 

Shirley started her comments about spiritual experiences by telling us about her 

life in traditional religion. "When 1 started ... 1 thought it was a11 bunh because most of the 

church (membersj and 1. thought the minister was an idiot. He couldn't answer any 

questions that 1 had and, you know, 1 just thought it was totally silly." But then Shirley 

went on to tell us about learning astrology and deciding there ivas a God who had some 

kind of plan for this universe and for the place of human beings in it. 

Jeannette, in her searchings for identity and Christianity, then talked about her 

sense of a guardian angel who has watched over her in hard times. Liz, too, commented 



on her non-traditional understanding of spirituality as she has becorne interested in 

reincarnation and what the purpose of our lives is. 

Other women. Joan and Jan R., in particular, told about spintual experiences 

involving loved ones. They felt as though there [vas a protecting presrnce available to 

them during difficult times. Jeannette. also. sxpressed the belief that she has been 

protected and led into a direction for her life. 

Kathy, too. has strongly felt a spintual compulsion in her life. She told us a story 

of having visited Stonehenge and the powerful impact that place had on her. In fact, as a 

consequence of her experience there, and our discussion on spiritual matters, she has 

decided to return to Stonehenge for a pilgnmage. Kathy's sense of this being a strong 

spintual experience has never lefi her and she believes it is rooted in a past life 

experience. 

It turned out that although the women started off drawing pictures or images of 

God, when they actually started to talk about experiences of God, we heard of other 

images such as animal figures, birds, Stones, sensations from nature, the feelings 

expenenced when in nature or at times in our lives which we consider "holy" such as the 

birth of a child. 

In drawing some broad generalizations from this conversation, 1 would say that 

the connections between God and religion as experienced in church were more negative 

than positive. The exception to this is the experience of Communion. 1 believe that 1 

heard some unclarity conceming God and spirituality. It was as though some of the 



women could not quite believe that they could experience God in nature but when they 

realized that this is possible. there was a feeling of satisfaction. 

When asked questions about the reiationship between God and morality. they had 

a common undentanding of the God of the Old Testament and the Ten Commandrnents. 

This is a jud-mental God who speaks to us of righi and wrony. However, the sense 

conveyed to me by the wornen in subtle ways is that although that may be the kind of 

God they were taught about in their religious upbringng, this image is not who they want 

God to be. There is an effort to see God and experience God in broader ways that are 

more life-giving for them. 



Part 2 

Analysis of "Images" 

Similar to the women in the research group, Celie the central character in 

Color Purple, replies to a question of her fnend. Shug, by describing what she thinks God 

i I I  She says. "God is an old man, with a g a y  beard. wearing a long robe and is 

bare foo t. "-" 

Celie's description of God tells us much about her image of God and how that 

image fomed her esperience of God. Celie experiences God as she does white people in 

general and white men in particular: above her, oppressive, j~d~merital, non-involved. 

This God was transcendent, non-personal, and far away from her. 

Perhaps we who are involved in the focus group feel the same way or a similar 

way to Crlie. Celie thought that the Bible described God that way and that is why she 

believed He looked like that. However, it 1s more likely that the cultural tradition has 

planted certain images in our rninds of what God is like. In rny own early religious 

education, this was what 1 thought of God, as well. These images which we carry with us 

do have an impact on how we think of God. These understandings of who God is for us 

either encourage or discourage life in the church and also life in social justice activities. 

As the women engaged in conversation conceming their images of God, the group heard 

echoes of Celie's reference to God as an old man. For example, Kathy, like Celie. said, 
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"A man with a beard who lives in the sky! I'm sorry. When you say God, it's God the 

.. Father and that has been ingrained in me since.. . 

For much of our conversation, we flowed between what we understand as images 

of God. or who God is for us, and what some of our spiritual experiences are. Jan M.. the 

strategc informant, facilitated the part of the evening where we talked about and drew 

these images. She found that it was a little slow getting the women to respond to the 

invitation to draw an image. Consequentl y, she suggested we think of other terms 

besides "God" such as faith or spirituality. She encouraged the women to broaden their 

understanding of God. This helped us talk about how we keep God in a "Box." We may 

have an image of God from our childhood such as Kathy's and we just keep it. 

When the women were invited to draw images of God, after awhile, a sense of 

playfulness emerged. As mentioned earlier, the images were more non-traditional than 

traditional. Liz's image of God emerging fiom a tin can was especially unusual. For her 

as a child, this conveyed the beauty and mystery of God. For Jeannette, a happy face is 

what she wants children to expenence of God. This is important because of al1 the 

participants, Jeannette had the most negative feelings about God when she was a child. 

He was a God who was judgrnrntal, oppressive, an old man. For her to see God now in 

such a different way is a radical conversion. 

The image of the rainbow may be a reminder of God's promise to Noah, but it is 

also simply beautiful. The more traditional images also were present. There was the 

crown reminding us of Christ the King, the Cross, the Communion cup and plate. While 

some of the women drew a couple of things, a few did not contribute a drawing at al1 and 



that was acceptable. One who did not participate in the drawing was Eileen. It is 

important for us to know why Eileen chose not to take pan and what her reasons were: 

"It wasn't tough for me though because 1 think God is a something.. . He's a work 
of imagination. 1 don't think there's any such thing as God or Goddess. I don? 
believe in any such thing. 1 think God was created at a time when we human 
beings nneeded some kind of commandment niles to follow. Conveniently created 
and al1 this built around this mythology, you know. And to me it's.. - 1  get really 
sort of.. . that's why 1 feel so uncornfortable here because you obviously al1 have 
some kind of belief system and 1 don't have any. And to me it's incredible that 
intelligent, educated and enlightened people would ever dream about believing in 

-+ such a thing. 1 mean. to me it's so far out in the imagination.. . 

Shirley responded to Eileen's cornments by saying, "But it is.. . there is a purpose. 

We're not here randomly playing out this little garne, you know. That's endless. 

pointless. Othenvise there'd be no reason for me to be good. You know, if I were just 

going to die like 1-ve got to work towards something." Shirley had a notewonhy image 

of God for us to think about. It is an eyeball. For her, this sibmifies how God is ail 

seeinp watchful and caring. 

With some further encouragement from Jan, Kathy taas soon able to talk about 

God using the symbol of wind, as in the Holy Spirit blowing through our lives. Kathy 

likes the sense of freedom this symbol conveys and this is tmly a big shift for her from 

her image of God as an old man with a beard in the shy. 

The conversation conceming the images was very insightful. The wornen who 

had come from the Roman Catholic background had what they called the most "negative 

baggage." They meant by that that God was judgmental and oppressive. The other 

women from other denominations, Anglican, Baptist or United, seemed to have fewer 



negative feelings and also were freer to express God in different ways. For the 

previously Catholic women. the issue of identiming male priests with God was important. 



Part 3 

The Second Evening 

at the Well" 

Biblical Reflection and Discussion: 4bJesus and the Woman 

lur first 

Introduction 

The second tirne the group of ten women met was one month afi 

meeting. This took place on the last Sunday of October, 1995. Since we had becorne 

acquainted a little in Septernber, the purpose of the second meeting was to have a serious 

discussion on a particular Bible story that 1 feel is relevant to women today. 

Background 

About two weeks prier to this meeting, 1 mailed the questions which are found in 

Appendix E in this document. 1 asked the wornen to read chapter four of the Gospel of 

John in advance of Our meeting and to think about the questions. 1 chose this particular 

story because 1 read it as a story of women's liberation, the story of a woman being 

accepted as an equal by Jesus and her consequent transformation. 1 wondered whether or 

not this story would appear differently to women who were not church memben in 

contrast to those who are. In researching this story, I chose to use Womanword: A 



Feminist Lectionan; and Psalter, by Miriam Therese Winter. This book was helpful in 

fomulating questions. 

When the group gathered that evening, we divided into twvo smaller groups with 

five women in each. Each group had a mixture of church and non-church women. The 

reason for the rnix was that at least two possible perspectives could dialogue with each 

other. However, 1 find it hard to judge whether or not that was a good process. 

The small group discussions were not taped as the plenary discussions were 

because they took place in two adjoining roorns, simultaneously. Jan Murray, the outside 

CO-facilitator, directed the questions for one group and 1 for the other. In both groups, the 

conversation was very fiee-flowing. Perhaps the greatest value of the evening was the 

opportunity to discuss biblical and theological issues in general ternis. 

The evening was divided into three unequal parts. In the first fi fleen minutes. we 

quickly reviewed what we had done the first evening. 1 then talkrd briefly about the 

context of the story of Jesus and the Woman at the Well. 1 did not give a detailed 

cornmentary or lengthy exegesis, partly because I did not want to influence the 

discussion. I mentioned the split between the Samaritans and Jews, and also the social 

roles of men and women which prevented them from speaking to each other in public. 1 

did ask the women to look at the story from the perspective of being " a  transfomative" 

experience. We then spent one hour in the small groups talking about the questions and 

ourselves. At 9 p.m., we spent fifieen minutes on feedback in a plenary session. 



The Outcorne of the Discussion 

Since Jan and 1 could not tape the full session, we each took brief notes and 

confened aftenvards. However, we both found this hard to do because we were 

participan~observers. We each found it difficult to lceep the women focused on the 

questions. In fact, as we shared information- the word that came to both of us which 

c haracterized the evening tvas "resistance. " 

Although the questions which the women were discussing did not include the 

word "feminist", this was the topic to which the women kept retuming. lnstead of seeing 

the story as a narrative for a possible way for women's lives to be transforme4 they saw 

no connection with our lives today and the story. On the whole, they said it was an 

irrelevant story for women and its main meaning for today is that it proves that Christ 

offers liberation to everyone. 

As I reflected on the evening 1 am lefl with bewildering questions. Why did the 

word "feminist" elicit so much negative passion? Why was it so ditficult for us to allow 

ounelves to enter the story? And why is it so hard for us to see connections between 

such a story and ourselves? 

As 1 listened to the taped portions of the evening, 1 was surprised by some things 1 

heard. There are two women in the group of ten who have a background in Catholicism. 

That early training deeply affected their understanding. This meant that initially the 

women saw the story as Jesus saving a woman of great sin. If this is a traditional 



understanding then it is not a woman's storv, but an "anyone" story because the point is 

the salvation or redemption of the sinner. not who the sinner is. Another member of the 

group. Sylvia, saw this exchange as Jesus "grilling the woman." She was on the hot seat 

and was "getting i t. " 

However, another more conservative church woman saw this interc hange as 

symbolic. The notion of "living water" or inner spnng was a way to understand God. It 

was clear to Joan that the wornan's proclamation \vas spontaneous. We then wondered 

what the difference was between proclamation and social justice action. 

Kathy thought that Jesus made the woman feel as if she were someone important 

because he treated her with dignity. Sylvia who questions much of scripture, saw the 

woman as having been given strength by Jesus to go and do social justice. Jean. who is 

one of the older church members, saw her as a chansmatic individual. She was a 

changed woman through this encounter and as a consequence, people were attracted to 

her. Jan M. made the observation that we are al1 attracted to or influenced by powerful 

people. They can change our lives and our actions. Perhaps that applies to the woman as 

well as to Jesus. We are told in the story that the woman went back to t o m  and told the 

people about Jesus and they believed ber. This is what we cal1 "evangelizing". None of 

us felt cornfortable with tlus concept whether we are church or not. 

The idea of telling or evangelizing brought us back to the discussion of feminism 

and what bothers us about that message. Kathy said her reason for having so much 

trouble with the word is that it implies "man-hating". When asked why she feels that 



way she said she learned this from her husband. They both very rnuch dislike women 

who are termed "militant." 

Sylvia agreed that we have a great deal of troubie with words that are so 

emotionally laden and perhaps by now, ovenvorked. Kathy again mentioned the idea that 

women are better than men, as a perception talked about by feminists. Shirley and Jan 

R., who are non-church women suggested that sometimes we need e.xtremists to get 

things started in order to make a change. 

When 1 asked the group what is the connection behveen "feminism" and --social 

justice*', Sylvia responded by saying that feminists are talking about basic injustices done 

to women which have caused a separation behveen men and women. it is derply 

embedded in our value system. If we try to connect this with loving Our neishbour as 

ounelves, it would be wonderfui, but it does not happen. Joan observed that since so 

many of us do not love ourselves, '-how can we love othen?" 

lt was a very touching evening, leaving everyone feeling drained. However, we 

ended by singmg together, "Corne dnnk deep of Living Water". by Carol yn McDade. In 

my reflection on this evening, 1 found myself wanting to include thoughts from the 

perspective of feminist research methodology. This includes the kinds of questions 

wornen bring to the text. It also includes the suspicion with which we approach scnpture. 

It was my intention during this evening to follow a process of feminist critique of 

this scriptural passage. Sandra Schneiden suggests that feminist critique looks for what 

is missing in the text. Who and what is being left out? What remains invisible to us? 



These questions that Schneiden brings conceming this text apply also to the 

women in the group. What were they not saying? Were there issues in their own lives 

they were refusing to see that might have connected them to this passage or to the woman 

at the well? Why is it that the word "feminist", for the whole group, implied a type of 

woman who is unpleasant rather than sorneone representing an ideological perspective 

that might be transfomative? 

1 have wondered whether or not this was the best process to use for this 

discussion. 1 regret that we did not begin with a guidrd meditation because 1 have 

wondrred whether we would have focused differently if we had. However, this is not a 

technique many in the group have experienced. 

1 have also tned to observe and take note of my own feelings regarding these two 

rvenings. At the end of the first night, 1 was pleased that things had gone so well. There 

was a feeling of well-being. On the second evening, there was more of a sense of 

restlessness or contentiousness. The women did not name this themselves, but during Our 

de-briefing time, both Jan M. and myself felt it. The data for the second evening came 

from a portion of the evening being taped and a few noies taken by myself Jan M. and 

myself were engaged in the discussion of each srnaIl group. As a consequence, only a 

few notes were taken. 



Part 4 

The Third Evening 

Making the Connections: Spirituality and Social Justice 

Introduction 

The third meeting of the wornen took place in late November 1995. The intention 

of this evening was for us to listen to each other talk about how our experience of being 

mernben of the church influenced our decision to do social justice actions. h, of course, 

included listening to the wornen who are non-church rnembers talk about their 

motivation. The process was conversational. The women ta1 ked among themselves wi th 

linle direction fiom Jan M. or me. The following is part of their conversation. 

The Third Conversation 

As we began to make connections between church teaching, spirituality and our 

actions. Jeannette said it appears that morals and values are found at the bottom of social 

action. We talked, then, about how each of us has a slightly different understanding of 

what social justice is. The women read my definition which we used for purposes of my 

discussion with them and were caught by the phrase, "compassionate behaviour". This 

was more meaningful to them than "ethical behaviour". The feeling expressed by a few 



of them. especially Eileen, is that ethics are cold and rational whereas compassionate 

behaviour conveys more humanness. 

Eileen talked at geat length about her understanding of social justice acts as acts 

which begin at home. She nursed three parents through cancer and inevitable death. This 

is the kind of compassionate behaviour she sees as social justice: that people are treated 

in a way in which they deserve to be treated. She also taught her children to be caring 

and compassionate individuals. 

Jeannette and Shirley agreed with Eileen. Shirley leamed to be a caring person 

from her parents who always cared for others and who still do. Jeannette believes we 

must be prepared to look afier our rlderly family members in the future as much as we do 

our own children. 

Kathy felt that her motivating principle for social justice came from being treated 

unfairly as a young adult. She never wanted to see anyone else treated the way she had 

been. Jeannette, like Kathy, did not feel her family had been particularly formative in 

instilling values or modelling behaviour for her. But she felt she had k e n  deeply 

influenced by her teachen in high school, her peen and other adults around her. 

Jeannette reminded me of some of the women who had k e n  researched in Women's 

Wavs of Knowing because a number of those women mentioned these same influences in 

their lives. Jeannette was the only woman who said she saw things when she was young 

that she thought were strange or she wondered about, but she thought she was "too young 

to have a voice." 



When asked if the wornen had leamed anything of social justice from the church 

they al1 said. "no". The church is not seen as a place where social justice is either taught 

or rnodelled. Jan M. said that she sees evidence of much more social justice action taking 

place outside the church. 

Sylvia whose grandfather was James Endicott, a past moderator of The United 

Church said that her grandfather was thrown out of the church because of his social 

justice stance. She is one who believes compassion has little to do with social justice. 

Rather, it is a political, intellectual decision. For her, empowering people to transfomi 

themsrlves or some aspect of society is what is vital. She believes that the root of social 

justice was found historically in scnpture. 

M q o n e  asked a rhetoncal question. -'Does Christianity come between people 

and God-'? She feels strongly that the church does come between people and their 

relationship to God. By '-church" she means doctrine, cornmittees, the politics of the 

church and the egos of church leaders. 

When Eileen asked Marjorie what we need the church for, Maorie replied, 

"Maybe we need it to teach the gospel stones to children and then move on from there." 

There was a general feeling expressed that a certain kind of self-righteousness which is 

sometimes found in our church interferes with our relationship with God. The women 

moved on to talk about "community." Generally, the church is where they find 

community which is why it has been labelled a "social place." 



As we talked a linle about what brought us to the church. I began to do a little 

reflecting on my own joumey to the church. I realized as 1 listened to the women talk, 

that for me, the church expenence happened at a number of levels. As a srnall child 1 was 

taken to church. Then at thirteen 1 was Confirmed. after aîtending Confirmation 

catechism. I continued to go to church fairly regularly during high school. When I went 

to univenity? 1 attended the campus church. But knew what 1 was looking for there. It 

was the time of Vatican II and since 1 was a practicing Catholic. I was curious and 

excited by the changes. I sang in the choir and enjoyed wonhip. 1 also was looking for 

community and found some. At that time, as well. many religious people were involved 

with civil disobedience and 1 began to undentand that these actions were pan of our 

biblical mandate if we are a practicing Christian. But it is clear that my expenence of 

church was quite different from that of the other women in the group. 

Joan said what motivated her to put her faith into action is a deep sense of 

optimism. Things can be better. We talked for awhile about the di fference between 

optimism and hope. A number of people thought hope to be too weak a word. It has 

been taken over by Our society too much. Consequently, 1 invited the women to think 

about Paul's letter to the Romans where he talks about suffering producing character and 

character producing endurance which leads 10 hope. If we wish to transform society by 

social justice actions. we need this kind of hope. 

The women spent the last part of the evening rehearsing the histones of the 

communal actions in which they had taken part. However, when Joan spoke of her 

involvement with "My Sister's Place", she spoke glowingly of the men who were part of 



that first board. It was interesting to hear her memory of that because in a few cases 

some of these men were the same who questioned whether we needed such a place. 

These comments from Joan encouraged the women who are connected to the Rotary Club 

and the church to talk about men's behaviour towards women. The women were rnost 

supportive to the men the- know. The comments made me wonder if in a small t o m  it is 

possible to be honest and critique men's behaviour in terms of power and control. Joan's 

ctosiny statement was most insightful when she said. "It al1 cornes from men resenting 

women being able to control their own lives." I think that she is right. 

When we talked more about why some of the women go to church. Joan spolie 

first about needing the structure of the church in her life. She likes to have the regularity 

of church life and she finds that this helps her to regulate al1 of her life. One may cal1 the 

church a '~ouchstone" for her. She enjoys being in the Company of ethical, 

compassionate and caring people "who fit into a conventional structure". This allows 

people the opportunity to do "good works". Joan talks about herself k i n g  a "service 

oriented person" because of her profession as a high-school vice principal, and also 

because of her involvement in Rotary. 

Shirley used the word "hypocrite" in describing some of her early church 

experiences and presently has this impression of many people she knows who attend 

church. Shirley characterizes such a person as one who never misses church, is always 

smiling while there, but may engage in gossip and acrimonious behaviour the rest of the 

week. We may Say that this individual has not intemalized the teachings of the church 



sutfciently for those teachings to have made a difference to that person's life. Shirley 

rmphasizes that this is simply her experience of sorne church people. 

Liz talked about the church in her growing up yean as being the centre of her life. 

Her pndfather built the Anglican Church in Charlottetown which she attended as a 

child. Al1 of her family's activities were focused on church life. She loved it as a child 

because it gave her a sense of beionging and cornfort, and like Joan. a regularity to her 

life. When Liz and her family came to Alliston. they came to St. John's and she was 

happy wvith The United Church of Canada because she did not feel "smothered." She 

enjoyed the openness she experienced here. Much later when she was experiencing 

difficult times in her life, it was the people from St. John's United Church who supported 

her through it. 

Sylvia's experience of church life was quite different. For her. the church was the 

social justice nehvork to which she belonged. The church was the focal point of her 

farniiy's life, as well, but the purpose of the focus was different from the other women. 

The church was not meant to be cornfoning but rather was to be a transforming agent for 

society. Sylvia's family lived out of a context of transformation rather than 

enculturation. They did not wish to keep the status quo alive and well. 

The women then talked about how they learned values and ethics and what has 

become their motivation for living in such a way. Joan, again, was the first to offer her 

reflections. She believes her motivation is based in a deep optimism that "what we do, 

will make a difference." Sylvia asked if optimism is a strong enough word - "is it really 

faith we are talking about?" We al1 agreed that at some time in our lives, we will ail 



suffer and from that we hope to leam to persevere and that will teach us to h o p  in a 

Christian way. We al1 agreed that to have such a hope is no easy task. 

Eileen's response was that values and ethics need to be pragmatic. She feels "the 

need to do something" about an issue and that is social justice action for her. She 

broadens this undentanding to mean that it can be every moment of every day for 

women. And for Ma rjorie, who is a church penon. this doing of action is not necessarily 

connected to the church. She said --why don3 we just do the action instead of rnaking 

ourselves sound so good?" 

We then spent a few minutes sharing concrete examples of how women we know 

eo ahead and do thinçs which need to be done. We talked specifically about getting the 
C 

Women and Children's Shelter in Alliston started. Jan R. remembered going to the t o m  

council and being told that there was no problem of abused women in our community and 

such a shelter was not needed. Yet, once the shelter was established, men in political 

office had no problem with sitting on the board. 

The present issue which the women talked about is sexual harassrnent which 

needs to be dealt with. The women ended the evening feeling energized. 1 believe that 

the women were experiencing a sense of pnde as they realized the contributions they had 

made to the well-being of the community. 



Part 5 

Findings of the Individual Interviews 

Introduction 

1 spent approximately one hour with each of the women in the focus group in 

private conversation. The conversations were taped and were later transcribed. The 

purpose of the interviews was to allow each woman a tirne to Say things she may have 

felt uncornfortable saying in the Full group. We followed the same question pattern as 

was used in the third meeting of the full group. 1 checked with each woman about 

confidentiality. None of them had any concem over my reporting elements of our 

conversations in this document. What follows is a brief report of each woman's shanng 

with me. 

Part 5.4 

The Five Non-C hurch Participants 

Eileen 

When Eileen was 28 she started to feel that there was sornething that she could 

and should do witb her life. She decided to start by going to university. Education 

became the motivating factor in her life. 



Eileen did have a religious upbringing. She was raised by her grandparents from 

binh until age seven. Her grandmother had had nineteen children and then Eiieen to 

raise. They were staunch Irish Catholics. It was her grandmother who did everything. 

She baked bread. looked afier her family and did much community work. especially at 

the hospital with the very sick and dying. Twice a day, there were family prayers and 

eiving thanks for everything. Eileen's mother was not at al1 like that. She was a 
Y 

"modem" woman who worked in an office and did nothing else. 

Eileen saw herself as a cynical child and one who asked a lot of questions. She 

thinks her sense of rnorality is because of her upbringing by her grandmother, but it is 

also innate. She sees herself as someone who is concerned about everyone. 

Part of what keeps Eileen from the church is her strong feminism and belief that 

the church has not done anything for women. She feels that there are thousands of 

questions in life with no answers and for the church to pretend that there are answers is 

not honest. 

One of the biggest influences in Eileen's life has been her husband. He has given 

her every opportunity to develop herself and be who she is. Her volunteer work has been 

with other women, helping them empower themselves. Eileen has been a volunteer for 

"My Sister3 Place" as many of the other women have. 

Shirley 

Shirley's parents went to church because everyone else went to church; it was the 

thing to do. But even as a child Shirley was a questioner and too intellectual for the 



church which her farnily attended. She felt constrained by restrictions that made no sense 

to her. What did God care if you played cards or danced? 

As a yomg adult. Shirley began to explore other fonns of spirituality. This was 

not only a spiritual quest, but an intellectual one. This joumey had an effect on her 

teaching career. as wvell. She started teaching in the Home Economics Department, but 

afier sorne years this evolved into Family Studies. This change in emphasis required her 

to talie some courses in sociology and psychology. She also took courses in family 

therapy. Al1 of this influenced the way in which she approached teaching young adults. 

In this teaching process, Shirley became veq aware of the effects of 

dysfunctional family life on teen-agers, especially girls. This led her into being able to 

identie her social justice awareness by fighting for "the underdog." She is aware of 

power differentiais and how abusive that is to relationships. Some of the proyams that 

Shirley has developed at the high school where she teachrs are to help change those 

situations and empower young women ro deal with their lives. It is important for Shirley 

that her work be done quietly and altruistically. 

During this interview tirne, Liz did not speak of her early childhood experiences 

of religion. Instead, she started by telling me of her experience of living in India and the 

impact that culture had on her life. She and her family, her husband and four children, 

lived in India for two years. That time was a real spiritual awakening for her. She 

leamed to appreciate and value other ways of worshipping and other reasons to wonhip. 



For enample. she told me of one couple who wonhipped the god of education because 

that is what they most valued in their household and this was their household god. She 

also learned about meditating. Her religous experience of India opened her rnind. She 

found the Anglicanism in which she was raised "stultiSing." Liz said that this is where 

she learned tolerance. She feels that people really practice lovinç their neighbour. 

Many yean later. Liz feels that this learning of tolerance and loving stood her in 

good stead when she found that her son had AIDS. Because she was so non-judgmental, 

she was able to help many other parents who were having dificulty accepting their sons' 

sesual identities. (This son was the same individual who caused such a controversy in 

Jan's time of working at the hospital.) (See page 1 16) 

Another emotional and spiritual impact which Liz experienced in India was the 

begging of the children and the sometimes deliberate maiming of them for money. This 

left her feeling powerlrss and sad. So many had so little. 

Liz has a unique understanding of the connection of reincarnation with social 

justice. She believes that we are meant to help each other through life and that this life is 

a testing gound for us. If we help each other, we grow spintually: if we do not, "we are 

in trouble." One of the ways we can find out if we are doing the right thing is by 

listening to God. We do this as we are quiet in prayer. Unfortunately. we are seldom 

quiet enough For long enough. 



Jan R. 

Jan also has had a background in the Anglican Church since she was bom and 

raised in England. She remembers being a child of nine or ten and organizing a charity 

pa- in her back yard to raise money for a wonhy cause. She cannot remernber now 

what the cause was, but she does remember that as a young person she did quite a lot of 

working for causes. Her life al ways was involved with the church and since she sees 

herself as a helpinç person, it was natural for her to go into nursing. 

As Jan pot older and she found herself at home with srnaIl children, she felt the 

need for intellectual stimulation. She went to York University and took a degree in 

Women's Studies. At the same tirne, she kept up her nursing. During this time, an 

incident came up at the local hospital involving an AIDS patient. One of the nurses at the 

hospital, who was also a member of St. John's United Church, said that care should be 

withheld from this individual because this disease is a judgment of God. Jan was 

homfied and as she was feeling anti-church because of what she was leaming at 

university, she decided to distance herself from the church community. She is upset ovrr 

people who lack compassion and sees evidence of that amongst church people. Jan 

thinks her gifi is to empower women, to help them understand that they can make their 

own choices in life and discover that they do have options. 

Sylvia does not feel the church had rnuch to do with her involvement in social 

justice activities. Doing social justice was sirnply what Sylvia's Family did. Her 



inspiration for social justice came rnostly from her gandfather who was an activist. She 

believes the Bible did have something to do with her fornation in regard to having a 

social conscience, but that seemed noma1 to her since the Bible pemeated life in general 

in the past. Sylvia believes that it was the values that her parents taught her which gave 

her a preparation for social justice work. Interestingly. she was also influenced by her 

father who is an atheist. However. he was the son of a Baptist minister. n i e  split 

between the members of the tàmily who attend church and those who do not is an 

intellectual difference. 

Sylvia rzmembers that as she was growing up the members of her family were not 

interested in providing "band-aid solutions to social ills. Rather, they wanted to change 

the whole world order. However, Sylvia now feels that one must do some band-aid help, 

such as food banks, as welI as social transformation. 

Sylvia thinks that she had spiritual experiences as a child, but she had no context 

for them and did not know how to name them. However, when she started to read 

feminist theology, she started to have a nwnber of "Ah-ah" experiences and things began 

to make sense to her. She said. "1 think spirituality has become increasingly more 

important to me.. . in ternis of social justice, 1 think this ties in very strongly, that the more 

you get your own house in order, your personal life feeling strong and grounded, the 

more you are able to go out and have energy to do social justice." She bas observed that 

if people try too hard to change the world, it becornes sel f-destructive: it is too much 

pressure on an individual. 



From a spiritual point of view, Sylvia suspects that we have lost many beautiful 

ntuals which the Christian church considered too Pagan. Consequrntly she moums that 

we have lost a part of a cultural heritage as well as a religious experience. We have been 

left with a dour religion rather than a joyful one. Included in this is a deniption of 

sexuality which is a beautiful @fi from God but is not celebrated that way. She feus that 

religion has made us unbalanced rather than balanced people. 

To connect her spirituality and social justice. Sylvia sees her decision to enter the 

teaching profession as based on a desire to do social justice. She also believes that the 

small town setting is a good place to do social justice. People are more nerded simply 

because there are fewer to do the work. It is a more direct approach. 

Part 5b 

The Five Church Participants 

Kathy 

For Kathy the church means intensive support from the people around her. She 

feels that the last few yean have been a special time of awakening which is changing her 

life. She has becorne very close to a number of people in the congregation. (However, in 

the last two yean since this taped discussion, her feelings have changed. She is now 

experiencing anger and resentment more than support. There has been significant break 

d o m  in communication.) 



One of  Kathy's strengths is that she believes in positive reinforcement which she 

leamed to be a valuable tool in teaching. This kind of reinforcement is not what she has 

experienced in the Roman Catholic Church, however. She still cames baggage that says, 

if !ou are a woman you are never good enough. 

Kathy was taught in her family home always to put the needs of others first. This, 

too, has been a cause for resentment. At the time of the break d o m  of her first mamage. 

she was awakened to the way in which the world treats women. Kathy has become very 

cornmitted to helping individuals when she has seen a need. However, too much helping 

wean her out. She has felt taken advantag of on a nurnber of occasions. She is 

expenencing k i n g  a woman whose well has run dry. 

Jeannette 

jeannette's back~ound was a strict one, in her words, in terms of religious 

upbringing. She was raised in the Catholic church and did al1 her preparation for 

religious life such as First Communion and Confirmation. She also attended Catholic 

schooIs. When asked about where her motivation for behaviour came fiom, Jeannette 

replied that it was the fear of God which controlled her. 

"1 think it was definitely the fear of God as being somebody who could control 

my.. . my ends, came From the church. My morals and values and such, 1 think they're 

pretty much within my family but remembering that my family was very strict and part of 

religion was part of them so therefore, in a way, you couldn't say it wasn't part." 



When in hi& school, and even younger, Jeannette was involved with a group of 

kids who were into dmgs and other bad habits. But she always felt as though she was 

being protected by the kids and her "guardian angel." They seemed to need her as a 

symbol of good. This is one of the experiences that Jeannette talks of as being spintual. 

It had nothing to do with church or religion and was much more personal. The "angel" 

helped her with decisions about what was right and what was wrong. Jeannette also 

talked in depth about her explorations into native spirituality as part of recovering her 

native ancestry. 

As 1 listened to Jeannette, ir seemed to me that 1 was iistening to someone who is 

remarkably well integrated, personally and spiritually. It is al1 one within her. Jeannene 

sees her actions in life or her role as putting morals and values into the lives of young 

chiidren. She does this through her volunteer time as the "storyteller" at the local library 

and in her plans to enter early childhood education. 

Joan 

Joan had no church background before she was eleven or twelve. At that time, 

her family moved to New Jersey and started to attend a Methodist church. When shz 

retumed to Ontario in her late teens, she joined the Anglican Church because of the 

music. She was interested in singing and so was part of the choir. In 1979, after she and 

her husband had been in Alliston a few years, they started to attend St. John's United 

Church. Soon they became the youth group leaders. She has remained at St. John's 



United Church because of the importance of music in her worship experience although 

there are other aspects of church life with which she is not pleased. 

Joan had what she describes as a spiritual experience on a Good Friday while she 

was attending a service in the Anglican Church. She had a vision of Christ rising from 

the cross and going heavenward. She was very moved but also nervous and afraid and 

has never told anybody until now. She then decided that she needed to do some kind of 

ministry in the church which is why, later, she chose to do youth ministry. 

In terms of social justice actions, she has always wanted to be of help to others. 

She is heavily involved with the local Rotary club but thinks that this is mainly because 

her husband is. Being in the club together aliows them to work and to be together more. 

Joan's decision to go into teaching as a carrer also was based on her desire to help 

others. Now that she is in administration, she hopes to have some influence on structures 

as well. Her need to help was apparent in her involvement with the establishment of the 

safe house in Alliston. Joan keeps in touch with a number of community improwment 

committees. She said that she has never felt held back fiom anything that she has wanted 

to do although she did admit that she needs validation from people around her. 

For Joan, there is no doubt that there is a connection between one's religious 

undentanding of loving one's neighbour and being involved in a service club. Since she 

is more cornfortable in the Company of men, this seems a natural place for her. 



Marjorie 

Marjorie's family were not church people. They ran a hotel in Alberta and 

because they sold liquor. the local United Church took a rather dim view of them. But 

Majorie said that her parents were very community minded people. This may esplain 

why Marjorie values community service clubs so highly. 

When Majorie was in her late teens, she chose to join the Anglican Church and 

was contirmed. She has ken attending The United Church of Canada for forty yean. but 

still considers herself an Anglican. When Ma rjorie joined the church as a young penon. 

she felt greatly committed to it. She and her friends thought that they would Save the 

world. Now she believes that as people get older, religion becomes much more private. 

Life becomes concemed with relationship to God and how we will die. 

Justice for M a j o i e  happens when people help others. An example is donating 

food to the local wvomen's shelter, or any other community project, or whatever Rotary is 

sponsoring. Marjorie's response to these community needs cornes from her feeling that 

she and her husband owe something to the community. 

Most of Majone's comments were around her concerns for the church and why 

people corne to church. She is womed over losing such things as what she calls "the old 

hymns", prayers, etc. She dislikes entertainment in church. This was the main part of her 

conversation. 



Jean 

Jean was baptized in the Church of Scotland because everyone had to be, but Jean 

does not consider her family as being religious. She describes her mother as  more of a 

spiritual person. Jean knows that her mother felt connected to God and the universe. 

However. Jean. as a young person felt attracted to the church, mainly because of the 

music and the activities for young people. Her husband always has been closely 

connected to the church as well. When her children were small, Jean felt a little 

disillusioned with the church and went less frequently. This caused her to feel guilty. 

She then joined an ecumenical Bible study and her perceptions of the church changed. 

She kit that she now belonged to a community. 

Afier a family tragedy struck one of Jean's sons, she sensed being camed through 

dark times by faith and the support of the people in the Bible study group. Jean 

expressed thankfulness. too. that she was never bitter over the accident which changed 

their family3 life forever. 

Jean leamed a sense of social justice from her father who was no& a church 

person, but one who cared for people and justice issues. She downplays her contributions 

as a Girl Guide leader, Sunday School teacher and her association with the Head lnj unes 

Association. However, she lefi the group because they were not interested in lobbying 

for changes in the law which would require geater safety measures be taken with 

vehicles. From there she moved into working with handicapped people in sports. 



Part 6 

Conclusion 

The women shared with me in an intimate and honest way and 1 very much 

appreciated their openness in our conversations. I did find that to some extent my 

questions about the differences between the women were answered. However, if vie look 

only at the category of  v valu es" there is little difference between the two groups. While 

the women may have used different words from each other, the basic sense of what they 

conveyed was similar. If 1 may make a rathcr broad gneralization regarding the 

wornen's values, I would Say that the formative factors which produced these values were 

the influence of families, the kind of people they associated with and some kind of 

interna1 ethical integity. The context of their lives in terms of economics, education and 

inter-personai relations was important in making them who they are. 1 had wondered 

whether the church had a specifically positive or negative effect upon their beliefs and 

way of life. This is seen somewhat in what the women talked about as spintual 

experiences. 

A good example of how differently the women experienced spiritual events is 

seen in Liz. 1 categorized Liz as a non-church woman because she does not corne to 

church in a regular way, but mostly because Liz has had other religious experiences 

which have formed her. The first of these happened when she lived in India and where 

she tint encountered a wholly different cultural and religious life. These cultural 



"shocks" of seeing people living and dying in the crowded streets and also seeing the 

very devout way people lived religious lives were an awakening to her. But in addition 

to this kind of non-western spiritual awakening, Liz ais0 became very interested in 

reincarnation because of events which happened to her at the time of farnily rnembers' 

deaths. For her. it was these encounters with other ways of seeing life which have shaped 

her decisions for social justice and compassion. 

In contrast to Liz, would see Joan as a more orthodos Christian woman. Joan 

has always been upheld by the ritual of the church, especially in the years she attended 

the Anglican Church. But elements of the ritual are particularly important for her, for 

example communion seeing the bread and wine as well as tasting it. One time, Joan had 

a vision while contemplating the Cross on one Good Fnday. 

For other women in the group, the church had little impact if any on their lives in 

trrms of decisions they made about how to live. If there was any impact, for a few, it was 

negative. The wornen chose to do good things for society, "in spite of, not because of ' 

the church. For a couple of others, like Marjorie, there was a feeling of not beinç allowed 

to do what one wanted. There is constraint placed on us by the church bureaucracy. This 

means not the national church, but the local congregation which is so run by comrnittees. 

For others, who came from a Roman Catholic background, there is the issue of women 

not being seen in ministerial leadership roles. This combines with the lack of ferninine 

images for God in al1 traditions and consequently a sense of the role of women being 

deval ued. 



1 think that the awareness that dawned on al1 of the women was that if they 

wanted to do something about societal issues. they would not choose to work through the 

church, but find a community based way of working something out. This is what Sylvia 

has done in working to provide a good setting for c hildren and rnothen to play and learn 

together in Alliston. 

My lraming in this experience 1s that perhaps this is the way things should be. It 

may not be the local church's role in the comrnunity to be heavily involved in social 

justice activities. However, it may be that the church's role is to prepare its members to 

do this kind of ministry by providing the spiritual nurture which people need through 

wonhip and study. I think that it is important to help the church membenhip to see God 

working in the ivorld, in many places and in many ways. Part of our task is to equip 

people to do the work in society that needs to be done to transform society into the 

commonwealth of God. 

As mentioned earlier, the categories 1 wanted to cover were embedded within the 

questions thernselves. At the time I broke down the responses of the participants to the 

questions, 1 came up with the followin~ results. 1 first divided my data into huo 

groupings which reflected the two goups of women with whom I worked, the one group 

k i n g  church members and the other group non-church. The categories 1 amved at have 

been mentioned earlier, but to repeat they are: values, spiritual experiences, and social 

justice actions. 

I was specific with my questions and key words because a major concem of mine 

was to keep the data as clear as possible and not cloud them with more issues than might 



be helpful to the conversation. The data, which include the coding and categorization of 

my findings. are found in Appendix G. 

My conclusion based on the responses to the questions is that we have a small 

sampling of a particular perspective of a certain group of women. It  is by no means 

comprehensive, but indeed is very limited. The life circurnstances, ages and backgrounds 

of the women al1 helped in some way to "cloud" the issues of human development. What 

we saw was both a degree of uniqueness and a degree of universality in the individuals. 

It wvas each woman's response to universal questions from within her own context. 

Belenliy et al., in Women's Ways of Knowing, noted that in their interviewing 

process, the women al1 gained a voice." 1 think that happened for some of the 

participants in this research as well. 1 am aware of two for whom this group discussion 

made a change in their lives. We also discovered in Our group experience that wonderful 

interplay between women listening respectfully to each other and then as talk becomes 

more passionate, words and ideas tumbling over each other in excitement. I identiQ this 

as another way women gain a voice. 

In our process, what we discovered was that sorne of the experiences and 

information the women shared were not particularly new to the world. But previously it 

had not been spoken out loud in this context. It had been intuited by the women and then 

ignored. This seems to be another "way of women". 

<w Belenky, Mary Field et al., Women's Wavs of Knowing; The Development of 
Self. Votce. and Mind, Basic Books, a division of Harper Collins, 1986, p. 16 



This group confirmed for me the positive attributes of having only women in a 

group setting such as this. When women are in a mixed group, they are intempted more 

oflen and therefore speak less. In this fonirn the women were rnutually respectful. 

People spoke as they felt the need. We noticed that at different evening meetings, 

different women took tums in leadership discussion. Eventually, all had taken tums. It 

was gratifving to ser this process in which everyone took a turn naturally without any 

planning. I think that this gves us an indication of how women treat each other in this 

particular context. They are mutually caring. supportive, and respectful. These are the 

values which we noted were important to us and this is the way in which we fmctioned. 



CHAPTER SIX 

HOW THEORk' AND EXPERIENCE HAVE MET IN A NEW 

PRACTICE: 

IMPLICATIONS FOR MINISTRY IN THIS CONGREGATION 

Part 1 

M y  Learnings 

1 aslied a number of questions of rnyself throughout this process and throughout 

the witing of the thesis. Amongst these questions is one of the fint 1 wondered about: 

why is it that so few people in this congregation appear to be concemed with social 

justice issues? What 1 leamed from this small sampling of women is that social justice 

for them seems to be integated into their lives. Their actions are based in their belief that 

we are to act compassionately towards one another. 1 leamed that compassionate 

behaviour is highly valued amongst al1 of them. This behaviow is what 1 would cal1 

"loving our neighbour": Jesus' great commandment for us is to love our neighbour as 

ourselves. 

The value of compassionate behaviour was leamed by most of the women in their 

family homes. But it was reinforced by the people who were in their lives, as well. 

These people include teachers and fnends mostly. In addition, some of the group, such as 

Liz, learned this kind of behaviour by observing others in terms of her own spintual 

awakening. The value of compassionate behaviour has the potential for being the 

connecting link between one's persona1 spirituality and one's movement into social 



justice actions. This value holds in tension what we know as "enculturation" in 

individuals. It also holds the possibility of "transformation" in individuals. The 

rncuiturated values which we al1 hold are intimately connected to and include the 

patriarchal assumptions which are held by many of our mothers and fathers. And these 

are the sarne values which are deeply embedded in our cultural context. It is therefore 

diff~cult for us to disentangle ounelves or to distinguish ounelves enough to challenge 

values which may impede our attainment of full personhood while at the same time 

holding the value of compassionate care and behaviour towards others which was learned 

in Our old familial structures. We see here in this dilemma that there is a permeable 

boundary between enculturation and transformation. 

Furthemore, in rny leaming, 1 discovered there was vimially no difference 

between church women and non-church women. Again. 1 am mindful of this being a 

very small sample, however. As 1 suspected before I began this research, al1 of the 

members of the group were along a spectrum which ranges from orthodox relipious 

beliefs to that of atheism. However, this had little impact on what the women valued or 

felt was important. The values held by the whole group included tmth, honesty, 

relationships, friendships, the beauty of music, art and education, to name only a few. 

During my time of reflecting on the process of the research and the wnting of the 

thesis, 1 am aware of how my categones of values, spiritual expenences and social justice 

actions have been points on a hermeneutical circle. These three points inform each other 

and influence each other and when we add the component of reflection, it can be seen 

how each of us  moves fiom one point to another. However, this is not simply an exercise 



of going around a circle, because upon reflection, al1 the participants in the group gained 

an insight which allowed them to move to a different place of understanding so the 

movement was more of a spiral. Each of the women had had some kind of spintual 

experience and each was affected by these experiences. For Eileen, who said she did not 

have any spiritual experiences, my observation is that she had a spiritual experience 

through obsewing her grandmother's deeply religious life. Eileen did Say that her 

grandmother was one of the most influentid people in her life. This experience of 

Eileen's held within it the values which Eileen cheristies and lives out, her cornmitment 

to compassionate behaviour. And it is this behaviour which infoms Eileen's social 

justice actions. 

I belirve a similar analysis can be made for each of the wornen. As we spoke 

together, it couid be seen that each moved around the hermenueticd circle and spiraled to 

a new level of understanding or action. Each of these moments of understanding can lead 

us from our position of enculturation to one of transformation of ourselves and Our 

context 

Since doing this research, I have become aware that indeed, 1 am an enculturatrd 

individual because I, too, have been fomed by the patriarchal context of our society. In 

addition, I have chosen to minister in a mostly patriarchal context. Yet, I am able to 

stand within this structure, which is not always invitationai to women, and 1 have been 

able to invite women into it in order to help change it. I have invited them to tell their 

stories and I have invited them to empower themselves. I do not believe it was the 

hidden power structure of St. John's United Church which allowed me to do this as much 



as it was a decision on my part simply to do it. This unusual position has allowed me to 

see myself both inside and outside The Tradition at the same tirne. 1 cm choose to 

uphold what 1 feel is valuable in the Tradition such as an interpretation of the Gospel 

which is liberating. At the same time, I can challenge that within the structure which is 

oppressive to women such as the use of exclusive male language and imagery and the 

more insidious but subtle. "We've never done it that way before". 

Although, at the point at which our meetings stopped in 1995, things seerned to be 

static in the estemal lives of the women, subsequent events have proven othenvise. 

These events have had implications for the life of this congregation and for the 

communitv. I wi1l include these observations in the next part where I will discuss the 

learnings of the women. 

Learnings of the Women 

At the begmning of this process, the women said they had never before been 

invited to reflect on or speak about their lives. This experiencr which we shared, enabled 

them to talk about their spiritual lives, their beliefs, their life experiences. Through this 

dialogue, they learned to appreciate their own and other women's stories in a new way. 

For some, like Joan, previously, there had been discornfort with women7s groups because 

they had seemed trivial to her. But al1 of the women commented on how much this 

experience had meant to them. 1 took them seriously and the process took them 

seriously. 



Further, the women told me they were challenged by the questions and by the 

conversations. Sornetimes. what 1 experienced as a somewhat negative response to an 

issue actually tumed out to be a learning time for the women. They reflected on issues 

for months after a challengîng conversation and kept coming back to me with their 

thoughts. Al1 brgan to see themselves in a new way. Some began to relate to others in 

the congregition in a new way as well. Others questioned their place in  the society of 

Alliston and their community involvement. 

The women discovered their voices and Iearned to use them. AI1 of the church 

women have been empowered to take leadership roles within the church. In addition, 

they have encouraged other women to do the same. For the non-church women. they too 

have become more actively involved in comrnunity work and feel a network of support 

fiom the other women. These leaming have resulted in greater comfort in their ability to 

challenge the noms, i.e. the enculturated context, in order to become agents of a 

transfomative c0nte.a. 

For me, from a spiritual point of view, 1 am pleased to see how al1 the women 

have become willing and open to new experiences and images of God and ways to speak 

of spiritual experience. Kathy and Jeannette are both good examples of moving from a 

rather oppressive sense of who God was in their lives to now expenencing God as 

liberation and joy, as well as challenge. For Kathy, she moved to feeling God as the Holy 

Spirit, as breath of God, moving freely throughout the world. And for Jeamette. the 

change in relationship with God 1s symbolized by the bright, happy face. Religion 

changed for these two women from doumess to celebration. 



The Changing Place of Women in the Church: 

Implications of this Study 

Introduction 

The influence of my research goup has spread beyond its ten members. As i 

mentioned above. the women who were part of this goup have been encouraged to takr 

new roles and they have. But these women also engage in activities in many areas of 

church life and in the community beyond the congregation. The? have taken their new 

perspectives with them to al1 of the work they do. 

In addition, some of the research group belong to another new women's group in 

the church. From wvithin this goup 1 see emergmg some of the needs expressed by the 

women for new langage. new images of God, new liturgical material and new rituals. I 

wish to share something of this new proup so that the wider church may see that there are 

implications for such a dialogue as was started by this research. 

A New Thing 

Part of the importance of this discussion is in understanding the role of women in 

the congregation of St. John's United Church. Besides the contribution of lay women, 

my role as an ordained woman in this congregation has had some influence, as I have 

corne to understand. 



I have mentioned a number of times that the conyegation in which I minister is 

one of a traditional disposition and theologically conservative. At the time 1 was called to 

minister at St. John's United Church, there was considerable controversy raised over my 

cal1 because 1 was considered to be a feminist who would bring division and hardship to 

the congregation. While this is perhaps an unusual position for a United Church to tnke, 

it may be common for other denominations which are characterized by a conservative 

nature. The attitude which was exhibited towards me, also, says somethins of the place 

of women in this congegation. It appears that the place of women is arnbiguous. at best. 

There is great support for women to teach in the Sunday School and to be active in The 

United Church Women, but beyond that, women speak carefully. 

In the rnidst of this community of traditionalists has emerged a srnall group of 

women. for the most part women between the ages of 77 and 47, who meet on a regular 

bais for spiritual discussion, faith discussions, prayer, Bible study and worship. For the 

last two years, this group and 1 have gone on retreats together at whic h time we shared 

worship which may be considered "womanist" or innovative. By --womanist", 1 mean it 

is centred on women's experiences and uses feminine images of God. Different symbols 

are used during worship such as stones, art, folk music. There is an effort made to 

connect the traditions of the church with the activity of the women's lives. We do this 

especially in making the bread for Communion and then sharing in this important ntual 

action. We share a more embodied spirituality which includes dance and healing or 

therapeutic touch as well as prayer. 



These times of  retreat and prayer have become very meaningful to al1 who have 

taken part in them. We have shared a deepening of faith. We have received wisdorn 

from our study o f  scnpture and true Christian bonding in our support of one another in 

difficult times as well as good times. 

Our experience in this small group has been bom out of  a theory of  Letty Russell 

and other feminist theologians who have witten on the gifts that women brîng to the 

church. In Church in the Round, Russell speaks of  the insights of women in their 

stmggle for full humanity which is key to women's interpretation of the gospel. These 

insights which women gain may contribute sornething new to the self-undentanding o r  

the whole church. It may be that in the [ives of  these women, in this particular 

congregation, who struggle constantly to understand what it means to br faithful within a 

specific tradition, a new kind o f  faithfulness can be found which will mean that one day 

the Christian community will not be split. but will be able to worship together in hope as 

these young wornen do." 

The younger women in this small group of twenty are painting, not only to a 

different way to be "Church", but to a new contribution that women's voices make to the 

church. When these women corne topther ,  it is to tell their faith ston'es, their joumeys, 

and to interpret them and re-interpret them in the light of the Gospel. Rebecca Chopp 

calls this -'narrativity", women telling stories. "Narrativity" is the agency of writing 

8 1 Russell, Leîty, Church in the Round: Feminist Interpretation of the Church, 
John Knox Press, Louisville, 1993, p. 44 



one's own life: the on-going contribution of one's own life in the context of hurnan and 

pianetary relations. From a cultural point of view, the dominant stories of what it means 

to be a woman have changed and are changing." 

Although 1 do not have the statisticai information for Canada, Rebecca Chopp 

quotes statistics for the United States which may not be significantly different in terms of 

how the role of women is changing in society. Wornen's roles have changed over the last 

generation simply by the number of women who work outside the home. In the United 

States this is 78%1 of women. Another major factor which has changed women's lives is 

reproductive technology. Women may now choose when to have children and how 

many. A third cultural trend which has changed life style is sexual practices. This 

includes some elements of choice which were not present before such as the decision to 

marry or not and the inclusion of the possibility of lesbian partnenhips. Lastly, there is a 

changinç perception of what is family." 

In my present context of small t om,  rural Ontario, these four issues which have 

been narned above are not major factors operating in the lives of the women 1 know. 

Although one mernber of this new group 1s a woman who has chosen to have children 

and remain a single parent. These influences of the wider society are, nevenhrless, felt in 

the small town. Most of the wornen in the spintuality group do stay home to raise their 

families. But there is no closed-mindedness over the need for us to be more open in our 

'' Chopp, Rebecca, Saving Work: Feminist Practices of Theological Education, 
Westminster John Knox Press, Louisville, 1995, p. 21 

83 Ibid., p. 24 



understanding of the changing roles of men and wornen in our society and consequently 

in the life of the church. 

The wornen do have an awareness that --the normative and homogeneous values 

of the past have become an ideology to cover and silence a divenity of practices, 

narratives. and roles for women," as Chopp says. All women have never fit into the 

dominant narrative of w'fe and mother who stays home. And for those women. such as 

myself, the knowledge of that not fitting in has been hurtful? 

We have learned over the last generation from the work of kminists, that the 

investigation into gender has shown a fom of sociaVpersonal construction based on who 

we are and a power distribution that is based on gender.x5 As we become more and more 

aware of the changing patterns of work, lifestyle and cultural fortns, we will be required, 

as pointed out by Chopp, to be skilled at new beginnings. We must leam the art of 

cornposing our [ives anew and in that creativity new forms of bonds, cornmunity and 

identity? 1 think that this is what it means for women and men in the church to find the 

salvation we al1 se&, the salvation that is present and yet to corne. 

It is not news to Say that wornen's work and presence in the church have been 

profoundly important in every way. And yet that work and presence have been taken for 

granted. As this congregation celebrates its 125' Anniversary, the old pictures which are 

R) ibid., p. 25 
85 %id., p. 27 



lining the walls of the hallway are not of the women who baked and sewed and knitted 

and quilted to keep the church open and functioning. Rather the wails are lined with 

pictures of men who led the Sunday School and who were on the boards. Chopp says the 

depth and power of women's lives in the church can be understood quite differently from 

the position of wornen washing dishes afier a pot luck as compared to men running 

church business in a board meeting" At this time in the church's history. Christian 

feminism is begmning with the struggle and dreams of al1 people in order to anticipate 

the transformation of 

From within these small groups of people who gather together for support, for 

study and tor wonhip. cornes the possibility for a new way for us to be the Church. This 

new way does not need to br  confined to women working together as in the resrarch 

group. 1 believe that the research group, however, could be a mode1 which can be used 

for mrn's groups as well as for committeess within the church. If members and adherents 

of a congegation can join together and discuss what they value in life, what they cal1 

spintual esperience and what they understand as social justice, it would benefit al1 

individuals and the community. If we can begin to see how these three components 

interact with each other in our lives and then reflect upon that, I believe the church would 

be able to move beyond a concem for private or individual religious experience into 

something broader and more life-giving for the whole cornunity. We have the 

87 ibid., p. 3 
" Ibid., p. 4 



opportunity to lean how our Baptismal vows have meaning and relevance for our lives. 

We c m  leam that the Gospel is l iberating for al 1. In conversation with each other. we can 

leam to be tmsting and respectful of other opinions different from our own. Ultirnately, 

the  implication for the greater iife of the church is that we can leam to question our 

enculturation, our socialization. We can question our context and challenge it in order to 

bring about a transfomative context for all. The transformative context then is the place 

where the works of the Holy Spirit are seen by the compassionate behaviour we have 

towards our neighbour. Those compassionate acts are called social justice. 
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1. Background and Context of Applied Research Thesis 

As 1 consider how 1 experienced a cal1 to discipleship and eventuaily to ordained 

minisûy, a n u m k  of images corne to mind. They are diverse vignettes of times in my life when I 

was touched by someone else's ministry. Some of those times were profoundly disturbing for me, 

in a negative way. As 1 moved dong in my faith jomey and Me's experiences, however, the 

images of ministry changed and becorne invitational, and nurhiring. 1 wiU begin by relating my 

earliest childhood memories of church and ministers because they are foundational to my sense of 

being drawn to the church in order to offer my own gifts and style of minisûy. Tnere are 

dehnitely turning points in my life which stand out for me. 

In The Color Pumle, Celie, the central character, replies to a question of her fiiend, Shug, 

by describing what she thinks God is like. She says God is an old man, with a grey beard, wearing 

a long white robe and is barefoot. ' Celie's description of God tells us much about h a  image of 

God and how that image has f o d  her experience of Gd. Celie experiences God as she does 

white people in general and white men in particular; above her, oppressive, judgmental, non- 

involved. Her God was transcended, non-personai, far away &om her. 

Perhaps a number of us, of a certain generation, started life by having a similar p i m e  of 

God in our min&. Celie said she thought the Bible described God this way. It is more LikeIy it is a 

cultural tradition which bas planteci this idea in our min& This was my earliest image of God 

1 
Walku, Alice, ï h c  Color P w l g  p. 176 



which shaped my exprieme of God For me, too, God was in the clouds, all-se&& dl-powerhl, 

a being who instilleci £'éar in me. 1 dreaded the thoughc as a child, of dymg because 1 knew there 

was no way 1 could do anything to be good enough to d e  it to heaven. God watched every 

move 1 made, knew rny every thought and was going to pounce on me like a cat when 1 was not 

prepared. The best 1 could do was to go to confession and hope when 1 die f wodd end up in 

purgatory. Then 1 had a chauce. 

This was not a Goci, therefore, in whose image 1 was made, nor was this God in rny 

image. I did not make Go4 someone presented "Him" to me. There was no vulnerabiIity, no fear, 

nor any need for love in this God. 1 do not h o w  whether other people, older or younger than me, 

felt the same or otherwise because I never taiked about God to anyone. When 1 started to read 

theology, it was feminist theology and then I was surprised to find that my experience was not a 

unique one for wornen. Somehow, it has been culturally bred into us that we are not quite good 

enough, just as Ceiie was never quite good enough. 

My personal experience of God, therefore, was not one of a loving and trusted parent. 

indeed, that was not my experience of parents. My father left the family before 1 was boni so 

being loved by a father was not an experience in my early childhood. So the heavenly fattier 

image of God is not one to which 1 can relate. 

Some years went by without any comection to a faith community. However, in 1972,I 

was inviteci to corne to St. Job's United Church, which is in the town in which 1 live. 1 was asked 

to join the choir and to play my flute. Earlier I had briefly thought about going to church but had 

not done so. However 1 was honoured by the special invitation. 1 was also impressed by the 

woman who asked me. She is an m p l e  of someone who takes the ministry of the Iaity 



seriously. She recognized her own ministry and asked me to share my gifl with 0 t h  lay people in 

the worship of God. 

My action in ministry wiii take place in the very same congregation where I started my 

United Church connection. It w i U  be conducted in the context of my present ministry base as weil 

as with members of my community. This congregation base is found in a mail town of about 

6200 people. 1 am one of two ministers in the town's United Church. The church has 680 

2 
members which translates into 1330 members and adherents under pastoral c m .  

St. John's, by United Church standards, is considered a tfiriving ministry. The social and 

economic make-up of the congregation is composed of merchants, fmers, teachers, lawyers, 

otfier professionals, and industrial leaders. However, this is not a description of the entire 

congregation. There are some single women with children and some separated fathers who are 

having fimucial difficulties. A fav people are unemployed, but by far the greatest number are 

socially well off. A signincant portion of the congregation is composed of people who have 

recently retired and who live in Green Briar, a retirement village on the edge of U s t o n .  The 

people who have corne to St. John's from Green Briar have generdy been active people in city 

congregaiions and have brought with them new ideas, new ways of doing t h g s  and a great deal 

of energy. This occasionally sets up a situation of tension between the more recent memberstiip 

and those who have been long t h e  mernbers. 

Wben I say m e m W  I mein thore who have ban coufhed in the United Ch& a by one of our demrninatioa*~ 
ecumenicat partncrs. We have church mcmbas, thaefore, who have bten baptized and COIlfmcd in the Fkesbjtaian, 
Anglican, Roman Catholic and Comntion Baptist Clunches. Adherats, on îhe oîher band, may or may not be 
Baptized rnembers of the United Church or other Christian denominations, but who choosc to worship on a rcgular 
basis with this congrcgati~~l 



There are a h  a significant nurnber of people who are elderly and who expect and require 

a great deai of pastoral are. There are about eigùty who fd into this category. 

in this church setting, 1 am the minister responsible for education and pastoral care. In the 

education part of my job description 1 am responsible for the Wednesday moming Bible study? 

Confimaiion class for young aduits, membership discussion group for adults who wish to join 

the Church for die fllst time or transfer from another denomination. 1 also facilitate short tenn 

educational progwns such as rnarriage enrichment, f h l y  life, and special seasonal studics 

during Lent and Advent In tbis regard I am the staff person who relates to the Christian 

Educaîion Committee and to the Sunday School. 

For my pastoral a r e  woric, I do regular hospital visiting as weiJ as visiting the retirement 

and nursing homes in this area (there are four). 1 also visit new people who have corne to the 

church, anyone who is seriously ill and anyone who requests a visit. In addition I do some 

counseuhg and pastoral «ire in times of bereavemen~ other Life crisis events and preparation for 

marriage and baptisms. 

1 am the resource person who facilitates peer group counseUing for separated adults. 

Administratively, 1 am tùe staff penon who relates to die Membership Committee which is 

concerned with the over-dl pastoral care of the congregation. Recently, ths conunittee has set up 

a sub-cornmitîee which is called the Pastoral Care Visiting Team. 1 am its resource person. 

In addition, I am responsible for intergenerationd wonhip eight times a year and 1 preach 

approxhaîely once a month. 



As menîioned eariier. I have had some relationship with this conpgation for twenty- 

three years. At times my involvement has been more intense than at other times. From 1984 to 

1994,I was absent because 1 was mifistering in other Churches. However, I was d l e d  to St. 

Jotin's in August 1994. This is my &-st involvernent with this congregation as an ordered person. 

Over these many years, 1 have engaged in conversations witb people in a variety of ways; 

sornetimes as a member of The United Church Womea's organhtion, sometimes as a cornmittee 

member, or a participant in a study group, sometimes in conversations with fiends In these 

times, I have observed that some people becorne deeply committed to the life of the church, whde 

others stay on the edge of the church community. I am curious about these different levels of 

interest and cornmitment. What is there about church iife that attracts some people and leaves 

others cool towards the church? 

From a theulogid point of view, 1 think this is an important question because we are aH 

baptized into the mission and ministry of the work of Jesus Cbrist. We are empowered into the 

priesthood of all believers by the action of baptism. But we choose to live that out in varying 

degees of cornmitment. My question about church members, then, is what is the motivating 

factor in people that either causes them to be invoived in church Life at a rather deep level or on 

the 0 t h  h d  to choose a more distant relationship? 

2. Statement of Research Interest 

IT IS MY INTENTION TO EXPLORE THE VALUES 

WHICH U N D E R G I R D  COMMITMENT TO SOCIAL 

JUSTICE ACTS AMONGST CHURCH AND NON- 

CHURCH PEOPLE.  1 W I S H  TO DISCOVER WHAT 

KIND OF CONNECTION EXISTS BETWEEN AN 



INDIVIDUAL'S SPIRITUALITY, VALUES A N D  

ACTIONS. 

My own interest in social justice issues came into being in the rnid 1%0's. I was a 

student at Michigan State University during the rime of the Vietnam War. in that era one could not 

escape an awarenesç of the war, of the massacre of the student protesters at Kent State University, 

and the social unrest in the United States. 1 was personally uncordortable witb values espoused 

by the govemment, by the military, and by the rnembers of my immediaîe family. The result of 

my discornfort was my move fiom the United States to Canada in 1968. My sensitivity to 

individual and communal rights had been awakened by events in the United States. 

Because of my personal background 1 have developed an interest and involvement in 

social justice awareness and action. My area of c o n m  has been advocacy on behalf of women, 

particuiarly violence against women and children. 1 becme involveci with a mail group of 

women h m  Alliston and the surrouflding area in 1979/80 on a study of the number of cases of 

violence against women and the need for a d e  house. 

This project idea was not well received by the town counciI and we did not get approval. 

However7 we penevered in a slightly different direction. We established an "information cenîre" 

and this was the vehicle by which we maaaged to assist women who needed help. The 

information centre included a "telecare iine" and a used clothing store. 

Eventuaily7 five years Iater, a new group came into king calied "People in Transition.'' 

This was the group that actually got the d e  house established. It is known as "My Sister's 

Place." 1 sat on the board for one year and due to pastoral duties, had to resign. 



1 have remained interested in tbis social justice and compassionate project, although at a 

distance. The women who will be inviteci to participate in my action in rninistry are all aware and 

invotved, to some degree, with "My Sister's Place." 

attempt to defhe whaî 1 mean by this. 

Social justice activity for me is based on the pursuit of economic, political and social 

equality for all people. Because of my Christian perspective, social justice also includes the idea 

of salvation. Bt this 1 mean the wetl-king of individuals and communities in terms of wholeness 

and rigbt relarionship with God and neighbour. M y  understanding is that Chnstians need to 

pumie aciivities which will ensure the goal of salvation. These activities are essential in regard to 

women's rights in our culture because of the hidden descrimination which is practised against 

women. One of the ways this descrimination happens is through acts of violence against women; 

in the media, in various fonns of entertainment, in the workplace and in the home. A pursuit of 

social justice for me is to advocate on behalf of women's rights to safety for themselves and their 

3 
children and also for the possibiiity of their economic, political and social equality. 

At the present t h e ,  my ex@ence tells me that kind of pursuit for weii-being for 

individuals and communities of people is not king practised wholeheartedly by the church. In 

this century, perhaps especially since the early 1970's diere has developed a theological split in 

3 
My intcrpntatim of this tcmi is bascd on my undetstanding of ethical and cocapassianate behaviour towards % 

o k . "  "The Othe?' may be a human bcing, a living acature or the earth itsclf. This is a mature rtsponse to the issues 
WC sce a r d  us which are evidaicc of the destructive bchaviour of humau bcings. 1 und& the &cal and 
compassionate rcspomc to be both individual and communal. For a discussion of this positioa set In thc Savice of 
Sp& by William Willimon, chapta 2, "The Work of Etùics." 



the church. 1 do not know how to characterize tbis split except to cal1 it privatized Chrisbanity 

vases prophetic Christianity. 

Jurgen Mo1tmm.n and Dietrich Bonhoeffer amongst others have used these t e r m  

privatUed Chnshanity or privatus cultus. ' My undemtauding of this term as used by Moltxnmn is 

that people corne to church on Sunday moming for their own personal reasons, to help hem feei 

better, to be restored spirituaily, or perhaps even to feel they have been personally "saved." In 

other words, the neeùs of the individuai are paramount. Moltmann describes this as moving away 

Erom serving Gd to serving the needs of the individual. 

Two women who are members of the Wednesday moming Bible study have spoken quite 

regularly of the reasons which motivate them for coming to church. They both subscribe to the 

theory of privatized Christianity. That is, the motivating factors for them coming to church are to 

fùifill their personal needs. However, when we engage in more conversation about how we might 

put our faith into action, we fïnd it is difficult to move fiom theory to action. 1 cal1 the "action" 

the social justice component of our faith. My understanding of social justice concern is very 

broad. I do not include only actions such as peace marches and study groups. Social justice for 

me means an awareness of concems or issues of injustice. Social justice actions can include 

intentional prayer whch is concerneci with alleviaking the pain and dering of people close to us  

or far away. 

Harris, Maria, Teachinn and Rclinious Imanination, p.82 



My obmation, however, is that it is difficult to broaden our understanding of social 

justice concents and to become personaliy involved. 

It has corne to my attention, through interaction with fnends and acquaintances of the 

wider community of Alliston, that there is social justice being done by people who are not related 

to the church as well as by people who are "churched". Ln one case, a husband and wife have 

openecl their home to a series of young people who are ernotiondy troubled. In anoîher case, 

there are women who volunteer theu time and efforts at the local women's shelter in various 

support roles. In a third situation, another woman counsels women conceming their rights as they 

disengage from rnaritaI relationships. These helping people al1 were members of the church at one 

time but are no longer. For various reasons each has felt disenffanchised by the church. 

My research interest concerns addressing a common question to both groups of 

individuals, those who are ctiurch members and those who are not. Amongst the questions to be 

asked are the followiog: 

What is the common experience of both groups b t  has motivated them to be concerned 

with social justice actions? 

5 
What part does spirituality or relationship to God play in their actions? 

At what point in their iife experience did they become inspired to act on issues of perceived 

social injustice? 

3. Theoretical Framework and Assumptions 

5 
f am using tbis word as meaning any rclationship, bclicf or undCrstanding betwttn a buman bang and a divinc king. 

This does not nccessarily mean a bclief in a Christian God This may includc a nwninous acperienct which d t s  in a 
beLief that thae is nwxc to M e  than wbat our senses and mtionality tell us. This is aa awakening to the mystery of Me. 



I have always had a need to understand history and how it foms us. The same has been 

mie for me in regard to theology. I need to how where we've been to figure out where we are 

going. in order to have some sense o f  a traditional or orthodox view of ministry, therefore, I 

looked to the docwnent produced by the World Council of Churches, Baotism. Eucharkt and 

Mini% (1982). My dmomination, the United Church of Can& has made this document one 

of the prirnary tools in the formation of those preparing for orciaineci ministry. As well, it has been 

used as a mource document for materials which prepare young people for cuofinnation, adult 

baptism, and parnits who are wishing to have their children baptized. 

A second document published by the United Church which has been formative for me is 

the United Church Creed, This creed was accepted by the G a d  Council of the Chwch in 1968 

as our profession of faith. Within this creedal statement are found the belief5 of the Church and 

our cal1 to live out those beliefs. It is as follows: 

WE ARE NOT ALONE, WE LIVE M GOD'S WORLD. 
WE B E L M  M GOD: 

WHO HAS CREATED AND IS CREATING 
WHO HAS COME M JESUS, THE WORD MADE 
FLESH, TO RECONCILEANDMAKE NEW, 
WHO WORKS IN US AND OTHERS 

BY THE SPIRIT. 
WE iRUST IN GOD. 
WE ARE CALLED TO BE THE CHURCH. 

Tt3 CELEBRATE GOD'S PRESENCE, 
TO LOVE AND SERVE OTHERS, 
TO SEEK JUSTICE AND RESIST EVIL, 
TO PROCLAM JESUS, C R U C E D  AND RISEN, 
OUR N D G E  AND OUR HOPE. 

IN L E ,  IN DEATH, IN Lff  E BEYOND DEATH, 
ûûD IS WITH US. 

WE ARE NOT ALONE. 
THANKS BE TO GOD. 



Another part of my dieoretical and theological assumption and my theory of motivation 

for social justice Lies in my need to understand how we live out our baptismal vows. The 

foiiowing questions, with variations, are the ones used in the United Church of Canada in the 

sacrament of baptism; 

1. Desiing the £kedorn of new life in Christ, do you tm away from the forces of evif and 

renounce their power? 

2. Do you tum to Jesus Christ and accept Him as saviour, redeemer, Lord? 

3. Do you commit yourself to the mission and ministry of Christ's Church? 

My assumption is thai each of these vows has the implication of social justice ernbedded 

in it And it is part of the teaching muiistry of the Church to help church members wicover those 

implications. For example, a possible implication of the first baptismal vow wodd be the 

redemption of womem who tuni away f?om violent situations and seek new tife. The resulting 

actions of the baptismal vows are understood by me to be both individual and communai. While 

an individual takes the baptismal vows, it is usually a parent who does this on behalf of a child. 

The community aiso has the oppoftutzity to r e a E h  it's vows at the celebration of baptism. The 

consequence of the vows if fiilly understood by di, is social action. 

Holding ui balance the values and motivations of both "church" and "non-church" 

individuais 1 mua make an assumption on behalf of "church persans." My assumption is thaî 

social action will not occur d e s  people are well-grounded in scripture, worship and study. To 

be awakened, to see what is happening, needs an awareness of the gospel and an awareness of 

how we are each called to discipleship. What is required of us is to make use of the ImmeneuticaI 

circle which involves bibliMVtheologica1 study wbich moves us to action, which moves us to 

reflection. 



While 1 can make this claim for Christian people 1 cannot speak for the motivation of 

"non-churchn people. 1 must assume that individuals who are not part of the church Live out of a 

different belief system. 

An important wmponent of my theoretical framework is my interpretation of Luke 

4:18,19. 

"The Spirit of the Lord is upon me because he has auointeci me to 

preach g w d  news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to 

the captives and recovering of  sight to the blind, to set a .  liberty those 

who are oppressed, to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord." 

This passage grounds us as members of the Body of Christ and participants in the mission 

and minisw of Jesus Christ through our actions. In this passage fiom the Luke, Jesus clearly 

describes the intention o f  His ministry. These verses aii speak of liberation fiom various forms of 



oppression. And it is in our efforts to fr'ee ourselves and others fiom different kinds of societal 

oppression bat we do participate in the mission and ministry of Jesus Christ. 

My assurnptions, therefore, are that we are called to do social justice for the following 

reasom; 

1. Because of agreement to our Baptismal vows. 

2. Because as disciples of Chnst we foUow His example as odined in Luke 4: 18,19. 

3. Because we are told to love one another as brothers and sisters and as we love God 

and ourselves. 

in the letters of Paul, the weU-being of the community is uppermost. 1 intqret that as 

meaning "community" in the widest sense of  the word. 

However, while 1 believe the above statements to be theoreticaIly me, 1 also hoId the 

assumption thai while the United Church of Canada has been historically perceived to be a church 

which is concemed for social justice, this is no longer the case. My concm is that we as a 

congregation withùi this Christian denomination are in danger of not keeping a balance between 

faith and action. I believe we are a congregation which is more concerned with pnvatized 

Christianity or persunal salvaîion. The theoretical basis for this assumption is found in the 

6 
writings of Douglas Hd in Canada and Wade Roof and Wfiam Willimon in the United States. 

6 
The theory of privatiztd Christianity is also addressed by William Willirnon in his discussion on the rclationship of 

baptism and ethical actions in the world in his book The Service of God. 



While for the Christian, there are values espoused because of our covenantal action in 

baptism, people who are not "church" members are not bound by the same vows. 1 wonder, 

therefore, what set of beiiefi or what kind of a value systern "non-churcb" members live out. 1 

believe that to some degree they are inspirecl in their work by the Holy Spirit because the f i t s  of 

the Spirit are not confuied to the institution of the church. In this statement 1 am assuming thai 

there is a spirituaîity operative for both church and non-church pmons. Furthemore that both 

sets of iudividuals do what they do because of values they hold. 

4. Action in Ministq 

The participants for my action in ministry will be drawn fiom "churchw members and 

7 
"non-church" people who are active in socid justice in Alliston and the surroundhg area. 

Aii of the women 1 intend to invite are people who have been known to me for many 

years. They are engaged in social justice activity as volunteers or are moving into caring 

professions. This includes women who are "church" members as weIi as those who are not. 1 have 

chosen the participants on the basis of their involvement with social action and other acts of 

compassion. 

I plan to invite five or six women fkom the congregaiion and £ive or six fkom the 

wmmunity so îhat the whole sample group will be ten to twelve women. 1 believe this is a good 

number for dialogue. Al1 of the participants will be women because 1 have an assumptioa that 



women find a trust level and ease of communication more quickly if the group is composeci of 

8 one gender. 

In the group experience we wili begin to uncover, througb the use of personal story, the 

individual's motivation and understanding of social action. 

Fnor to the first meeting which wili be in laie September, the women will receive a focus 

question fiom me. The question wiU be, "what matters to you in life and why?" 

The participants will be asked to reflect on this question and write a short papa on their 

thoughts. This can be perhaps one page. 1 will ask for this reflection to be brought to our £ k t  

meehng so that we may begin to &are our life stories rneanwhile uncovering deeply held values 

as we share. 1 anticipate that the fïrst meeting will be two and a half to three hours long dlowing 

time for coffee and informal tak and ttien dlowing for eacb women to speak. 

The next stage of the action in minisiry wiii be done as one to one interviews using the 

niggested questions in Appendix E. The fidi session and eafh intenriew will be tape recordecl and 

upon completion of the interview process will be tramcribcd. The transcriptions will then be 

analysed by myself and a member of my ministry base group, Janice Murray. We will organize 

the data look@ for commonalities and differnices. There will be a M i e  of evaluation and 

assesmient of the process in a full meeting of the participants in Febniary 1996. 

8 
For a discussion on sttreotypical male and fernale values and communication stytts, sec The Cbalacc and the Blade 

by Riane Eisla, page 137. 



I intend to invite each woman to participate by telephone cal1 and letter. 1 wiU explain the 

purpose of the discussion p u p s  and the M i e  cornmitment which will be involved. Thme will be 

an informa1 covenant for the participants to sign. The covenant, or participant consent form, is 

included here as Appendix B. 



5.  Research Methodology 

My research will be conducted through the process of a focus group. I will be a 

participant/observer and 1 will prepare the questions or topics for us to cover. The topics will 

include questions conceming the participants relationship to Gcxi, or their understanding of their 

lives in a spiritual sense. 1 am curious about where their energy and inspiration cornes fiom which 

fbels their work. Has there been a specific event in their lives that has turned them to actions of 

love and justice? 

During the time of the focus group and during the personal interviews 1 hope to uncover 

the values that people hold. In order to do this, 1 wilJ reiy on various processes describeci in the 

book The Fifth D ~ s c ~ D ~ u ~  Fieldbook. This is a detailed text which describes process for s m d  

groups and individuals for the purpose of values clarification. 

h this process, 1 will be working in partnership with Janice Murray who is an adult 

educator and works specificdy in the area of  values clarification and leadership training. 

This will be an open-ended method with much ambiguity. In light of this, my minisby 

base group has agreed to a test nm of alis process in June of 1995. As mentioned earlier the 

process will be the following: in advance of the meeting, people will receive a question to reflect 

upon "what is important to me and why?" When we meet we will begin with a social time and 

then proceed to sbaring our thoughts on the prepared question. 1 will do the interviews with the 

ministry base group as well, so rhat the whole process is rehearsed and refined by September. 

The process which wiU be used is included here. The details of the process are found in 

Appendix C, D, E. 



Participants to be invited by letter. (See Appendix A) 

In advance of first meeting participants will receive a letter asking them to &te a 

one page reflection on "what matters to me the most." 

At fint meeting the women will have an opporturuty for meeting in a social time 

prior to beginning îhe process found in Appendk C. 

In advance of second meeting, participants wilI receive material on the story of Jesus 

a d  the wonian at the well. The second evening of discussion wiU begin with a social 

the .  

Individuai interviews will be scheduled in the &ter tirne. This is to d o w  for the 

possibility thaî people may talk about issues on a one to one basis that they nüty not 

say in a group setting. 

Another full meeting will be scheduled in late winter or the spring for participants to 

read transcripts and to discuss the fkdings and to hear evaIuations. 

The intention of this process is to be research. However, the expectation is that certain 

learnings may happen for the womm involved as they reflect and Uiteract. Confidentiality will be 

maintainexi 

6.  Risks and Limitations 

The limitation of rny study is that 1 will be working with women only and so will not be 

taking account of mm's cxperience. However, I fecl that if 1 work with mixed groups thae wiii be 

too many issues to take into consideration. 1 think havùig women only wiii focus the study. 

Another Iimitation is that the information 1 gather may be usefbl only in terms of my own 

congregational setting. A m e r  risk is that it may be dficult to find people who will make a 

time cornmitment to this action. 



7. Contribution of the Study 

I hope this study will be usefiil to the Christian Education Committee of St. John's and to 

the Outreacti Committee. I hope we wiii have new understandings emerge which wiil help us 

idenhfy how ro   aï an ce socid justice and spiritual or faim development. This work may give me 

uisight in how to do my own ministry more effdvely by identifjmg these gaps. For example, 

there may be a gap where people are not weii equipped in preparation of baptism and therefore do 

not undcrstand fidly what cornmitment to the church involves. Another possible outcome may be 

that bodi the Christian Education Cornmittee and the Outreach CoIIlDnittee may become more 

clear on their mandates and how to go about encouraging others to partake in both faith 

developrnent and outreac h ministxy. 

A possible outcome of this study wiil be to discover that the "non-church" grotip is 

worhg  out of a Christian value systm. Perhaps they can be d e d  "The Anonymous Christian" 

as describeci by Karl Rahner. Since these wornen are not now comected to the faith community, 

something has caused them to be d i ~ ~ ~ ~ e c t e d  fiom that particular structure. 

In the wider church context, this study may become a mode1 which oher congregations 

can use. There may be a wider application of this stuc& for the National Church as it discerus 

where God is leading us to do ministry in the next century. This process may help us discover 

what the important values are and what motivates peopie in their cornmitment to justice work. 



APPENDIX B 

Over the lad two years, 1 have been enroiIed in the Doctor of Ministry programme in the 

Toronto Schwl of Theology. Part of the requirement for the programme is to engage in an 

"Action in Ministry" component. This action in niinistry becornes one of the practical aspects of 

rny thesis. 

In order to fiilfill this requirement, I have designeci a group process for discussion 

purposes. 1 would like to invite you to be part of this midl  group discussion. The broad topic 

which will be discussed is: an exploration of the values that uudergird cornmitment to social 
justice amongst "churchW and "non-church" people in a smd town context 

The t h e  commitment would be two evenings and one interview foUowed by one more 

fidi session. Recognizing that you al1 have busy schedules, I propose we meet on the fourth 

Sunday of the month nom 7PM to 1 OPM. We will begin meeting in laîe September. I propose thaî 
each session be tape recordeci. lfanyone is uncornfortable with this proposal, we can negotiate 

other alternatives. 

The composition of the groups will be women only. 1 believe moa of you wiil know each 

other. 
1 would very much appreciate your participation in this project. You have the experience, 

the interest and the insight which would enhance my work. 

Wyou agree to this proposal, I invite you to sign the consent fonn enclosed here. At a 
later date, 1 will sead material which will be used by us in our group discussion time. Please look 

it over. 1 hope you will agree to be part of this process. 1 am enclosing my business card and w u  

await your response. Thank you. 



Participant Consent Form 

1 agne to participate in the Toronto Schwl of Theology Doctorate of Ministry project 
bemg undertaken by the candidate, Carol Gierak. 

1 understand that 1 will be one of ten women who will compose a group. some of whom 
wiil be church mmbers and some aot. In the hrst two meetings, we as a group wilI engage in a 
discussion on 'tvhat matters to me." This is to discover what I value. In the second meeting 1 
agree to discuss the story of Jesus and the woman at the welI. 1 aIso understand thai 1 wiI1 be 
asked to do a short piece of writing which 1 will bring to the h t  session. 

I dso agree to cake part in an interview of approximateiy one hour in Iength. This will be 
a stnictured interview foiiowing prepared questions. I retain the right not to answer any question 
with which 1 feel uncornfortable. 

1 agree to take part in a fourth meting which will involve the fidl group. 1 understand 
that I will receive a printed transaipt of the prior sessions. 1 am w i h g  to use this fourth meeting 
as an evaluation tune. 

1 understand the material which will be shared is confidentid and al1 sharing t h  is done 
within the group will be handled with respect and sensitivity. 

1 understand that aU sessions wilf be recorded on tape. The candidate (Carol Gierak) WU 
transcribe the tape. Confidentiality will be maintained whenever portions of the sessions are used 
in either written or orai form. 1 wiU be given the opportunity to add or delete materiai fiom the 
transcripts. The transcribed material wiil be analyseci with respect to botfi content and context by 
the candidate. 

I understand that I may withdraw at anytime tiom this process. 1 have read this "consent 
form" and agree to the conditions which it contains. 

Signature : Date: 

P.S. PLEASE RESPOND TO ME BEFORE SEPTEMBER 1 O, 1995. 



APPENDU D 

Process for First Focus Group Meeting 
OUESTIONS ACTNITY 

SEcrrOiu A 
- - - - - - 

1. What matters to YOU in Me? What are the - d t e  on sticky notes, quietly, those 
most Unportant aspects you can thllik of? parts of your life using one or two 

words 
-wiîhout talking, stick on the wall 
-mange with others into categories or 
themes 
-label these 

2. L ~ S  discuss this for tILe next few minutes. -everyone in pairs shares what they 
have chosen to put on stickers 

3. Any surprises? Any thoughts that strike you -Group discussion 
as we talk? 

1. What does the word "Godm rnean to you? -draw this on a large piece of flipchart 
paper with coloured markers, 
everyone to contribute to the picture, 
cannot use any words, must be 
symbols only 
-each person to share with group why 
they drew what they did 
-again look for themes, negaiive vs 
positive images, likeimages 

2. What about religion? How do you feei about -- fie flip &art, put word 
that? Use words to describe. "religion" in the rniddle 

-word associations 
-look for themes and unusual 
associations 
-ask why-where did these corne fiom? 



Have you ever had an expetience you would -Pairs to interview each other 
describe as spirinial? 

-share in a large group (for those 
whom are cornfortable) 

-- - - - 

Do you see any connections or dichotomies -Gad and religion 
between the following sets of words? 

-God and spirituality 

1 -God and moraiity 

1 -morality and justice 



APPENDIX E 

Second Evening Meeting of Focus Group 

1.  Continue any items of agenda lefl &om fmt meeting the .  

2. Read the story of Jesus and the samantan woman (woman at the well) 

a) Reflect together on this story. Considering this story as a turning 

point for women Uien and now we see Jesus ignoring the social 

prejudices of his day and religious restrictions and entrusthg His 

word to a woman. She is divorced and a foreigner, but this makes 

no difference to Him. How is this story a twning point for women 

today? 

b) The women at the well asks for "living water." What does ths 

mean for her? For you? 

c )  Have you had a similar kind of experience which has nurtured you 

toward a new way of life? 



Suggested Questions for Individual interviews 

1. What church background, if any, have you had? This would include a fonnalized time in 

church iife such as attendhg Sunday School, worship, being confhned, etc. 

2. Have you ever had an experience you would caii "spirituai'"? 

3. Has there been an event in your life that you feel altered the course of your iife? This 

rnight be connected to a "spiritual" experience. 

4. What feelings have motivated your interest or conceni in social justice* issues? 

* M ~  interpretation of  this term is based on my understanding of ethicai and compassionaie 
behaviour towards "the other." "The other" may be a human being, a living creature or the earth 
itself. This is a mature response to the issues we see around us which are evidence of  the 
destructive behaviour of human beings. 1 understand the ethical and cornpassionate response to be 
both individual and communal. For a discussion of  this position see In the Service of God, by 
William Willimon, chapter 2, "The Work of Ethics." 



First Theme -- Values - 
AMONGST CHURCH MEMBERS 
tolerance 
equality before God 
education 
hospi tality 
tmthfùlness 
traditions of the church 

a) architecture 
b) hymnody 

the necessity of encouraging othen 
acceptance 
courage 
compassion 
hendstup 
communication 
music 
respect 
community service 
study and education 
trust 
lack of animosity 
compassion and care for others 
valuing strong women 
nurturing 
relationships 
empathy 
fun 
health 
positive reinforcement 
king accepted as a woman 
female images of God 
responsibility 
non-j udgmental attitude 
king usefbl 
moraiity 
NEGATIVE VALUES 
fear of God 
punishment 
control 
contradictions in theology 

AMONGST NON-CHURCH MEMBERS 
caring 
ethics 
fairness 
non-j udgrnent 
altruism 
education 
curiosity 
fieedom 
numuing of othen 
positive reinforcement 
tolerance 
openness to other cultures 
love and compassion 
practicality 
positive attitude 
independence of thought and action 
supportive marriage relationship 
intelligence 
free thought 
the gift of a good mind 



Second Theme - S~iritual Ex~eriences 

-a feeling of a Guardian Angel being present 

exploring native spirituality as a formative experience ie: the significance of 
sacred stones and feathers 

-the incarnation of unconditional love in the mamiage relationship 

-personal crisis that leads to nurturing of children 

-continuous conversion 

-spirihiality becorning integrated into everyday life 

-1ife experience leading to an understanding of feminism political and 
theological 

-the attraction of music in the church 

-allowing oneself to be part of community deepens one's religious life 

-crisis of family member brings on a deeply spiritual experience recognizing 
the presence of God 

-the result of crisis brings greater commitment to God 

-growth of faith strengthens 
-a strong sense of a visionary experience leads to a greater commitment to 

the church 

-feeling c d e d  to a rninistry through music 

-personal validation and encouragement which gave life new direction 
(incarnationai theology) 

-steady faith developrnent 

-joining the church as a young person is seen as a pivotal event 

-cornmitment to church and to the ideals of society are the beginning of 
social justice concems 

-a sense that religious life as opposed to spintual life places conditions on 
people 



Second Theme - S~irituaI Exneriences (coatinued) 

-feminist spirituality put life into context the result being a conversion 
experience 

-desires to integrate spirituality into the everyday actions of life 

-the feeling of energy in non-traditional worship 

-sex as a spiritual experience 

-a vision of evolving spirituality 

-does not believe in spirituality or religion 

ethics and mords are partly learned and partly innate, this is what gives 
structure to life 

-feels one is part of universe but insignificant 

-1ife is full of questions but no answers 

-education as a spinmally evolving experience 
-midwifery as a spiritual experience 

a reaction to judgmentalism leading to life decisions 

-a belief that spirituality is not based in the church 

-that the intellectual and spintual jomey are meshed together 

-our work is to integrate spirituality into our personality 

-the taking in of others problems as a spiritual response 

-being awakened to different kinds of spirituality in India where it is more 
integrated into everyday life than in Canada 

-has leamed to become more spiritually integrated through the experience of 
re-incarnation 

-the importance of leming to be a more compassionate person 

-ongohg prayer and meditation 

-recognizing the oppomuiities to be spintual in places other than church 



Third Theme - Social Justice Actions - 

-a belief that those who have strong religious convictions when young 
continue throughout life to make the world a better place 

-the need to accomplish good deeds can be accommodated through groups 
such as Rotary when one is motivated to help others 

-teaching as a means of helping others 

-to give to others out of an awareness of what we have received 

-the importance of a sense of service to others ie: Rotary as a way of being 
involved with issues 

-the question of how do we redly help people when money helps in a 
limited way only 

-the value of community work done for disabled people 

4s the concem that society is becoming less just 

-is mentoring young women 
-anger at the structures of society that treat woman unjustly resulting in 

challenge and advocacy 
-working in the community in areas of responding to others needs 

-the care and numire of children, instilling a sense of morality and the 
teaching of the whole child 



Third Theme - Social Justice Actions (coatinued) - 
AMONGST NON-CHURCH MEMBERS 

experiencing the poor brings about compassionate work 
-helping families cope with the shock and experience of death through Aids 
-hospice work 
-showhg hospitality to others 
-teaching as a social justice action 
-providing daycare for student mothers 
-work and family therapy 
-righting power imbalances 
-helping people until they are strong enough to cope on their own 
-awareness of hypocrisy leads to social justice concem especially in farnily 

life 
-nursing as an act of compassion and caring 
-having experienced judgrnentalism shown to women who have had 

abortions has been moved to help women in crisis 
empowering women to irnprove their selfesteem and to help them make 

their own decisions 
-recognizing having been given much, feeling there is much to give to others 
-volunteer work as a justice action in public education and farnily rnediation 
-instrumental in starting "My S isters Place" 
-the importance for social justice to be rooted in spirituality 
-political convictions issue in social justice actions 
-the aspect of social justice actions which stems fkom a desire to transfomi 

the world 
-actions focused on the social service network for children and education 

especially in r n e n t o ~ g  young women 
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